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Our
time of
solitude
INSIDE
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This month’s Diary reflects on what self-isolation means for us, and how we can maintain and even enhance our sense of
solidarity as a community. Small acts of kindness far outweigh the selfish acts we sometimes see in the supermarket aisles.
The acknowledging nods we used to pass to each other along the riverbank have now become a hearty hello as we go out
for our daily constitutional, with human contact a rarity we are finally embracing its value.
We prepare to mark our day of remembrance in a new and unfamiliar way. Stand To on Anzac Day is replacing the regular
April 25 services, where we are encouraged to mark a minute’s silence from our driveways. Traditional Easter church services
are cancelled but there is always space for private reflection, and nothing will stop the Easter Bunny from doing its rounds.
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Remembering our
Anzacs — Page 5
Our natural wonders
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Guide to what’s open
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Finals victories as
cancellations take hold
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IT’S TAX TIME
We specialise in
helping businesses

Refer to our new website for more
information: ptasaccountants.com.au
Speak to us now - we welcome
business and personal tax enquiries
Super advice will be provided by Personalised
Taxation and Accounting Services as an
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“Never argue with an idiot, a bystander may get
the two of you confused”
— Teddy Roosevelt.
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER
THEthings
HILLSchange...
The
more
The Diary’s researchers have
taken a peek into the news
archives to see what was
happening around town a
century ago, and guess what
they found...?
SPANISH FLU
The Leader, Town Edition
Saturday, October 5, 1918

It began yesterday.
In the morning I was very cheerful, having
just made definite arrangements for my
holiday to start at the end of this week.
At lunch time I suddenly detected a
violent and unpleasant headache, and I
discovered that my forehead was burning.
By 4 o’clock I was beginning to wonder
what there was that other people found
attractive in life.
I felt moist and hot all over, my head
weighed tons and ached intolerably, my
eyes were on fire, and I had violent pains
in my back, and legs, and arms.

By JOCK MACNEISH

I wrote a hurried note to cancel all my
arrangements for my holidays, and,
thinking it would be nicer to die at home
than in the city, I hurried from my office.
In the railway carriage people did not
notice that I was on the point of death,
and I had to stand.
At times my legs were so weak that I had to
“strap-hang” with all my strength — which
was not very much.
Every now and then the pains ceased,
and I felt curiously light-headed and
“detached” — nothing mattered.
And then the pain would come on again
and show me very conclusively that it
mattered a lot.
My only consolation was that, very
indirectly, I might have caught the beastly
illness from the King of Spain himself,
but when I thought of the thousands of
others who might have done the same
thing, I realised that the distinction was
not very great.
I went to bed depressed and feverish and
miserable.
This morning, I found the sun still shining
and was a little annoyed that I had orders
to stay in bed all day.
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local
newsletter. Although it has developed over the years, it has retained
its strong community character, being produced mostly by volunteers
with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its
independent voice. The Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards
the people, environment and character of the place it serves. Its
monthly circulation is 3,500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park,
Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

At lunch, my wife told me I was eating
too much.
This afternoon, I wrote to cancel my
cancellation of my holiday arrangements.
The world this evening is a much nicer
world than it was yesterday.
News reports sourced courtesy of the
National Library of Australia’s Trove
service.

42K Media

Community Media Solutions
Contact James & Sandi
0458 218 380 or 0429 121 969
No project too big or too small.
Great rates for Warrandytians.

hello@42kmedia.com.au

Walter Reed Hospital Flu Ward
Harris & Ewing Photographers

WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra
River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful
river valley. Around 1,900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian
nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural
beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte has
been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression
of that spirit.
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Quarter Page:
Preferred positions loading:
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Prices on application
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Mini-ads:
$396 inc GST
$20 for 150 characters. Pre-paid.
Any copy or advertising recieved after deadline, without prior warning, may
incur an additionl charge.
Design service: We can create your ad. Prices from $30 (depending on size)

Readers are advised that the
Warrandyte Diary accepts no
responsibility for financial, health
or other claims published in
advertising in this newspaper.
Responsibility for election and
referendum comment in this
issue is accepted by James
Poyner.

NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published Tuesday, May 5, 2020.
Advertising and editorial copy closes Friday, April 24, 2020.
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A strange new way of living
By JAMES POYNER
FOR THIS APRIL edition, the
Warrandyte Diary Editors, like many
businesses, have switched to a “work
from home” method of working.
Usually, our April edition is filled
with fond memories of Festival;
camels, plays, recitals, music and
slip-and-slides.
Instead, we bear witness to the
rise of COVID-19 and increasing
restrictions of movement.
But we have also witnessed new
enjoyment for a simpler life and of
finding new ways to bond with our
community, even if it is from 1.5
metres away.
At 6am on Saturday, April 4, Victoria
is in Stage 3 restrictions, limiting
mass gatherings to no more than two
people (outside of your immediate
household) and the closure of skate
parks, play spaces, beaches, and
some State and National Parks.
It was also reported there were 5,454
confirmed cases of COVID-19 in
Australia, over 1,000 in Victoria and,
nationally, 28 deaths.
What follows is a timeline of events.
Festival cancelled
A press conference on March 13
called for all non-essential gatherings
of more than 500 people, taking
place after Monday March 16, to be
cancelled.
Across Australia this caused
postponements, cancellations and
limitations on audiences at theatres,
concerts and sporting events.
Locally, Warrandyte Festival
weekend dissolved as the Festival,
Film Feast, Art Show, Grand Read
and Warrandyte Theatre Company’s
Calendar Girls were either cancelled
or postponed.
Pubs and Cafes squeezed
On Wednesday, March 18, nonessential indoor events with more
than 100 people were banned, which

forced larger venues such as pubs
and conference venues to make
adjustments.
By that Friday, restrictions on the
indoor spaces with fewer than 100
people were rolled out.
The restrictions meant, anybody in
an indoor public space (such as a pub
or a café) needed to have four square
meters of personal space available,
which meant the number of people
businesses could have inside their
premises was determined by the size
of their space divided by four.
Across the country, businesses
notified customers of the new
customer limitations in place for
their venues.
Take away only
On March 22, Prime Minister
Scott Morrison outlined the latest
restrictions agreed upon by the
National Cabinet.
From Midday on March 23, sitting
in pubs and cafés and restaurants was
banned, but take away services such
as coffee, food, bottle shops et cetera
were still allowed.
The eating and drinking landscape
in Warrandyte was transformed as
cafes like Cocoa Moon and Now
and Not Yet, the Grand Hotel, and
restaurants like ember and Bocca
shifted to a take-away service.
March 25
Following a National Cabinet
meeting on March 24, a swathe of
businesses and activities were told
to shut down, the list focussed on
businesses and events in which
groups of people usually congregate
in large numbers.
The list included spas and beauty
shops, cinemas, gyms, community
facilities, organised social sporting
activities and hotels.
Hairdressers were limited to
30-minute appointments; however,
this was quickly revoked, allowing

hairdressers to continue to operate
as normal (with the normal space
limitations).
March 28
The National Cabinet shifted
its focus to tackling community
transmission, imposing a 14-day
quarantine period on international
arrivals as a step towards reducing
infection rate through community
transmission.
From midnight on March 28,
all international travellers will be
quarantined in hotels for 14 days.
This quarantine will be enforced by
State and Territory Government, with
support from Australian Border Force
and the Australian Defence Force.
Other restrictions in place at that
time, include weddings limited to five
people, and funerals limited to 10.
Some State Parks and beaches are
closed to the public.
At a press conference on Saturday,
Police Minister, L isa Ne ville,
announced Victoria Police now have
the authority to issue on the spot fines
to individuals (of up to $1,652) and
businesses (of up to $9,913) who fail
to comply with restrictions.
Flattening the curve
Data suggests more than 80 per cent
of the population need to comply
with distancing measures to flatten
the curve, also suggesting that these
measures may need to remain in
place for up to six months.
Current advice is designed to slow
the rate of transmission and to reduce
the load on hospitals to maximise the
chances of those at most risk of dying
from Coronavirus.
If you suspect you have Coronavirus,
call the dedicated 24/7 hotline:
1800 675 398 — do not call 000.
Triple Zero is for emergencies only.
To reduce the risk of Coronavirus,
the following advice is recommended,
although the message at the moment

is to stay at home, whenever possible:
• Wash your hands often with soap
and running water for at least 20
seconds.
• If soap and hot water are not
available, use a hand sanitiser
with at least 60 per cent alcohol.
• Try not to touch your eyes, nose
or mouth.
• If you cough or sneeze, cover your
nose and mouth with a tissue or
try to sneeze into your elbow or
upper sleeve.
• Stay at home if you feel sick; if you
are on any medication, make sure
you have enough.
• Phone your GP or the Hotline
first if you suspect you have
COVID-19.
• Maintain at least 1.5metres
between you and people you do
not normally live with.
It is also vitally important to take
care of your mental and physical
wellbeing — if you are not required to
self-isolate make sure you get outside,
get some exercise and fresh air and
get some sort of social interaction, but
make sure you comply with current
social distancing measures — failure
to comply could incur an on-the-spot
penalty.
The Victorian Government have
stated there are only four reasons
to leave your home; work, health,
exercise, essential shopping.
The State is not in full lockdown
yet, the more people comply with
the restrictions, the greater freedom
of movement we will have.
Stay safe.
For the latest information
regarding Coronavirus
download the Austrailan
Government Coronavirus
app from the App Store or
Google Play, and also visit:
www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus

Hey, how
are you
doing?
opinion
By JAMES POYNER
THIS CORONAVIRUS situation has
forced us all to adjust our habits, to
physically distance ourselves from
those we do not immediately live with
and to avoid unnecessary journeys.
Across the world, events have been
cancelled, businesses have closed and
people have opted to not “go to that
place” when possible.
Of course, the world is still turning,
many of us are still able to work, we
still need to shop, get fresh air and
exercise and walk our dogs.
Adapting to having conversations
with people on the street, by talking
across the width of the road has
become normal very quickly and
what I have noticed in these brief
discussions with both friends and
strangers is how these conversations
are happening all the time.
“Hello, how are you doing, do you
have everything you need?”, a smile,
a wave.
The hugs and the handshakes have
gone and now, but we are talking to
each other.
While we still see and hear about
arguments around short-supplied
essentials or physical and social
distancing faux-pas — these stories
are being drowned out by the gentle
affirmations that we are all in this
together and we all have each other’s
backs.
So, thank you Warrandyte for being
so nice to each other and “hey, how
you doing? Do you have everything
you need?”

Chaos in Aisle Seven
By SANDI MILLER
LIKE MOST supermarkets around the
country, Warrandyte IGA has been
overwhelmed with demand for grocery
items.
As reported in the Diary’s Mid-Month
Bulletin, demand has levelled out,
but at its peak, owner of Quinton’s
IGA, Julie Quinton, told the Diary that
demand had been more than two and
a half times normal.
It has taken time for supply to catch
up with the demand — it is still difficult
to get toilet paper.
The IGA has imposed a purchase limit
of one-per-product-per-customer on
many grocery and meat items.
Julie said the purchasing limits are
working.
“If we had no limits, we would sell out
every day,” she said.
To rectify the situation, Julie has hired
an additional 25 staff.
She said she hired 14 new staff
through those already on her wait list,
and then put a call out on social media.
“The response was incredible,” she
said.
She had “hundreds” of resumes

Dental Prosthetist, Jacqueline Bell

emailed to her by locals in search of
work.
The IGA closed for one day in midMarch to restock and train the new staff.
When the store reopened the
following day there were massive
crowds.
“We had to close the doors, because
there were queues down every aisle
waiting to get to a cashier,” she said.
“We had sold out of toilet paper by
8:30am.”
Quinton’s IGA was one of the first
supermarkets in Melbourne to install
“sneeze screens” to protect cashier
staff, have made aisles one-way and
placed social distancing guides around
the store to ensure customers keep the
requisite 1.5m apart.
Julie is encouraging shoppers to use
the click-and-collect service where they
can and to assist elderly neighbours,
who may not have access to the internet.
Julie says she is also considering other
options to expand the delivery service.
Download the Quinton’s SUPA IGA
App from the App Store or Google
Play, or shop online via their website:
www.quintonsiga.com.au

Book your FREE

•Natural looking dentures
consultation
•Emergency denture repairs 9844 4321
•Sports mouthguards

No referral needed, ask about our 100% interest-free payment plans

www.keepsmiling.com.au —11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Sur vivors in these times of you-know-what!

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years
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Council services impacted by COVID-19
By SANDI MILLER
WITH COVID-19 causing many
disruptions to daily life, as we all try
to “flatten the curve”, local councils still
need to provide important services to
the community, albeit at arm’s length.
As the doors closed to visitors at
Council run facilities, the Diary asked
Manningham and Nillumbik for details
of how residents continue to interact
with them during these restrictions.

Manningham City Council
Manningham Council CEO Andrew
Day said Council has modified
operations to continue to provide core
services to the community.
“Local government provides many
important services and we understand
we have a critical role to play in
supporting our community at this
time.”
He says Council is doing its part
to contain the spread of the virus
and reduce the risk to the health
of the community, including the
implementation of crisis management
planning, in collaboration with the
Victorian Government.
“Our management team is also
meeting daily to direct and monitor
our response to the situation as it
unfolds, and for future planning.”
Mr Day said Council is continuing
to provide as many services to the

Nillumbik Shire Council

and others in the community, who
are struggling.
“We will continue to monitor and
update you as the situation changes
over coming days and weeks,” she said.
Essential Council services are
continuing, and these include:
• Kerbside landfill, recycling and
green waste collections as well
as booked kerbside hard waste
collections.
• Food delivery services for older
and vulnerable residents.
• Critical Maternal and Child Health
visits.
• Essential call out services.
Council’s Economic Development
team are offering support for local
businesses.
Council’s Visit Nillumbik Facebook
page @visitnillumbik is getting behind
Nillumbik businesses with a Stay
Home, Shop Local campaign.

community as possible.
“To do this safely we are continually
adapting our service delivery models
and following the advice of the
Department of Health and Human
Services at all times,” Mr Day said.
For example, he said services like
Maternal and Child Health visits
are now being conducted over the
phone or via video link and essential
services for our elderly community,
like Meals on Wheels, will continue
to run with even stricter safe food
handling standards.
“Since mid-March, there have been
many impacts to Council events,
facilities and s er vices and w e
understand these impacts are being
felt deeply by our community.
“At this time we ask that the
community stay safe, practice
appropr iate s o cial distancing,
p a r t i c u l a r l y i n Ma n n i n g h a m’s
beautiful open spaces”
Mr Day urged residents to stay
connected with family and friends
via phone, email, video link or social
media.
“We are all in this together, as a
community we will support one
another, and as a Council we will do
what it takes to look after those who are
most vulnerable at this time.”
For the most up to date
information about COVID-19 and
its impacts to Council services,

events and facilities please visit :
manningham.vic.gov.au/coronavirus
Customer service centres closed
To help slow the spread of coronavirus
(COVID-19) in the community
Council’s customer service centres
have closed until further notice.
This change was made following
further restrictions on non-essential
services and the government advice
for the community to stay at home
where possible.
Council rates, fees and charges
Mr Day said Manningham Council
is acutely aware of the devastating
financial impacts the COVID-19
situation is having on the community.
In response, Council is considering
a range of options to assist residents
and community members during this
difficult time.
He said more information will be
made available as details are finalised.
“For those in our community who
are already impacted, please contact
Council to discuss hardship options,”
he said.

were submitting responses to these
areas of reform with many councils
requesting The Act does not require all
councils to operate as single member
wards.
The proposal was generally rejected
by most councils, even councils
which already operated with a single
member ward structure were not
overly supportive of the move to
simplify the electoral structure.
In their submission to the Local
Government Bill 2019 in July 2019,
Nillumbik Shire Council wrote:

The Instrument of Delegation
means the CEO and other Officers
can delegate on their behalf.
The responsibility was expanded
as Councillors were concerned the
current health situation may result
in a scenario where not enough
Councillors can attend a meeting to
form a quorum.
Presently, there is no policy in place
to allow councillors to conduct council
meetings using teleconferencing
software, which means they need
to be physically present, a situation
which may become difficult if social
distancing restrictions become more
severe.
While the vote was very cut-anddry at Manningham, in Nillumbik,
there was fierce debate with opposing
councillors arguing they should be
discussing supporting an initiative by
the Municipal Association of Victoria
(MAV), which is calling on State
Government to give councils the
legislative capability to be able to
hold Council Meetings online, with
Councillor Perkins standing against
Councillor Clarke to argue that this is
what they should be discussing.
In a statement from MAV, Cr Coral
Ross, MAV President and councillor
for Boorondara, said:

“Inflexible council meeting
requirements under state legislation
are a significant concern for local
governments across the country as
many council chambers do not allow
for appropriate social distancing.
“This is an unprecedented situation
which requires collaboration and
innovative thinking.
“We have been proactively working
alongside the Victorian Government
to provide solutions which will ensure
the health and safety of councillors,
council staff and the community.
“With streaming and virtual meetings
now widely available, we call on the
Minister for Local Government Adem
Somyurek and the State Government
to make this common sense decision
and enable one of these options to be
implemented as alternative to meeting
face to face.”
Ef f i c i e nt o p e rat i o n by L o c a l
Government in the coming months
will be integral to keeping a semblance
of normality to the bureaucracy of
everyday life.
The Diary will continue to report on
the actions of local councils and the
efforts of MAV to enable them to do
their job in this climate of increasing
restrictions.

office you purchase a free-standing
microphone, rather than use the one in
the mobile phone or the laptop which
will sound tinny.
But be careful when purchasing,
because microphones or cameras have
slightly different jack plug connectors,
three conductors for a computer but
four conductors for a mobile phone;
adapters are available.
If you need to make a phone call to
any call centre, there are usually long
waiting times on hold, so it is suggested
that you use either a home phone
with a loudspeaker facility, or your
mobile phone should be plugged in
and charging.
There is nothing more frustrating
than to wait an hour on hold listening
to music, only to have your…
…battery run dry when you are
eventually connected.
Spam or hoax messages
As always, a new threat brings out the
worst in some of us.
Be particularly aware that there

is much false news circulating on
the web, and there is a tendency for
internet users to immediately forward
same to multiple recipients.
But before doing so, please check
that what you are forwarding is in
fact correct and comes from a reliable
source.
Do not rely on the quoted source,
instead go to the website of that
source and check that what you are
forwarding is really from that source,
and is factual.
Spam messages going viral at
the moment (a kind of virus virus)
include those purporting to be internal
messages from the Royal Brisbane
Hospital or from Stanford Hospital
Board suggesting that people should
hold their breath for 10 seconds to
check if they have the virus, should
take frequent sips of water, consume
hot drinks or eat hot foods.
Whilst all of the above is harmless
advice, it is all factually wrong.
Stay safe and well.

Customers can contact Council via:
Website:
manningham.vic.gov.au
Email:

manningham@manningham.vic.gov.au

Phone: 9840 9333

Nillumbik Communications Officer
Natalie Town said Nillumbik Shire
Council has closed its Customer
Service Counter at the Civic Drive
offices in Greensborough.
She told the Diary most Council staff
are working from home where possible,
and while some services have been
significantly impacted, it is business as
usual for many departments.
Most Council ser vices can be
conducted online including payments
for pet registrations, rates, parking
fines and other infringements.
If residents are exper iencing
hardship, they should call the rates
team on 9433 3285.
If you are having technical trouble
making an online payment, call
Customer Service on 9433 3111 and
they can talk you through the process
or provide other information.
Mayor Karen Egan said the health
and wellbeing of the community and
Council staff was a priority.
“Council is committed to reducing
the risk of the coronavirus spreading
and we appreciate your patience
during this difficult time.
“We urge residents to stay home and
follow the recommendations of the
State and Federal Governments.
“At the same time, we encourage
you to look out for your neighbours,

Customers can contact Council via:
Website: nillumbik.vic.gov.au
Phone: 9433 3111

Swimming pool and spa
registrations
The Victorian Government has not
currently advised councils of any
changes to the time frame for the
requirement to register swimming
pools and spas.

Local Councils roll out governance updates

By JAMES POYNER
MARCH 24 was a big day for Local
Government.
As well as the finalisation of a new
Local Government Act, local councils
also debated measures to enable
them to be able to effectively govern
as the threat of a worsening pandemic
continues to dominate our news feeds.
An updated Local Government Act
became law on March 24, 2020.
The Act provides the necessary
legislative framework to enable local
councils to perform their task of
administering their municipality.
The Act replaces the Local
Government Act 1989 and over the
next 16 months, the Divisions of The
Act 2020 will gradually replace The
Act 1989.
It has been a long five years waiting
for the updated Act to come into effect,
the Local Government Bill 2018 fell at
the last furlong in November 2018,
when it lapsed after the Legislative
Council failed to pass the bill.
The Local Government Act 2020
includes six key reforms in the areas
of simplified franchise, standardising,
electoral structure, training, donation
reform, improved conduct and
community accountability.
In July 2019, councils across Victoria

To the relief of many municipalities,
the Legislative Council passed an
amendment to The Act, which allows

for a mixed system of single and multimember representation.
The Victorian Electoral Commission
(VEC) has also been watching and
waiting for a determination on whether
the October 2020 Local Elections will
be Postal or Attendance voting.
The Act specifies that the voting
system to be used will be determined
by the Minister for Local Government
and that the Minister must make a
decision on the system to be used
within two months of that part of The
Act coming into effect.
Documentation outlining the
transition from The Act 1989 to The Act
2020 indicates this section comes into
effect on April 6, 2020, which means
Victorians will know how they can vote
in the October 2020 local elections by
no later than June 6, 2020.
However, it is worth noting — given
our current situation — that the
Minister has the power to change
the date of an ele ction under
circumstances such as the declaration
of a State of Emergency.
Council’s preparing for the worst
Ma n n i n g h a m a n d Ni l l u m b i k
Councils also passed motions to
expand the Instrument of Delegation
at the March 24 Ordinary Council
Meeting.

By DAVID HOGG
THESE ARE difficult times for all of
us and as always communications
technology has an important part
to play, usually for the good but
sometimes for the bad.
Broadband Speed
More people at home means more
people online, and across Australia the
internet is holding up incredibly well
at the moment for transferring data.
Problems have been restricted
only to the processing capability of
certain domains such as myGov which
handles the Centrelink traffic, which
crashed after the volume of concurrent
users increased from the usual 6,000 to
over 100,000.
Those residents south of the river
who are fortunate enough to be on
the NBN on a 12, 25, 50 or 100 Mbit/
sec plan will have experienced little
disruption up to now, with the network
continuing to deliver 80 per cent or
more of the subscribed plan speeds
even during peak times.

But obviously, if Dad is Zooming in
the home office, Mum is surfing in the
lounge, and the kids are streaming in
their bedrooms, and it is not all going
smoothly… there are two options; kick
the kids off the internet or pay more
and subscribe to a higher speed plan.
For those still on ADSL broadband
who will only be getting speeds of
between one and 10 Mbit/sec there
is no magic solution to upgrade this.
The alternative for these people is to
buy a 4G or 5G wireless to wi-fi data
dongle.
This 4G mobile service will give
internet download speeds of up to 30
Mbit/sec and is available from Telstra,
Optus and Vodafone (other suppliers
use one of these networks) but note
that in the Warrandyte area there are
a number of coverage blackspots and
they are different for each supplier,
so before buying check the coverage
maps on the internet carefully for your
location.
The 5G mobile service will give

internet download speeds of up to
100 Mbit/sec and is only available
from Telstra.
overage includes some areas in North
Warrandyte and Kangaroo Ground
only — again check the coverage map.
As we go to press the NBN is still
on target to be available in North
Warrandyte at the end of April,
although this may change.
Most service providers are supporting
customers at this time by offering
additional data, pegging excess data
charges or making fixed broadband
plans unlimited.
Conference calls
Those working from home and
wanting a one-on-one video call with
another party can do this using Skype
or WhatsApp, and on Apple devices
FaceTime.
Those wanting to teleconference with
more than one person can use Zoom,
Google Hangouts, or BlueJeans.
It is recommended that if you are
going to make many calls from a home

“G iven that Council already
operates under a single member ward
structure, the impact on Council as a
result of this proposed reform will be
minimal.
Council however recognises the
diverse nature of councils across
the state and that a single ward
structure may not be appropriate in
all instances.
Council would therefore advocate
for the electoral structure for each
Council be considered on its merits
and not on a one structure for all
basis.”

Ways to stay connected when in isolation
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Stand apart but together for our Anzacs
By DAVID RYAN
IN THIS EVER-CHANGING climate
of uncertainty, social distancing and
working from home I would like to
remind you of the importance of
looking after those around us.
As the President of the Warrandyte
RSL I would like to call on you all as
a community to ensure we are caring
for our families, friends, veterans,
members of Anzac House and the
elderly.
The priority of the Warrandyte RSL is
to support veterans and their families
during the coming months and difficult
times ahead.
If you are aware of a veteran or family
member who requires assistance,
please contact us on (03) 9844 3567.
We will endeavour to do our best to
support those in need.
In some cases, you may be required

to request additional support from RSL
Victoria.
They can be contacted on:
(03) 9655 5555.
Anzac Day
The Warrandyte RSL traditional Anzac
Day service will be very different to what
most of us are used to.
The community march along the main
road to the Memorial RSL grounds has
been cancelled.
Wa r r a n d y t e R S L w i l l h o l d a
Commemorative Service, but we ask
our local community to stay at home.
Anzac Day is not cancelled; we are
asking families to commemorate the
day at home by watching or listening
to the Dawn Service on television, the
internet, or on the radio.
We are als o asking pe ople to
participate with a Stand-To gesture.
At the time of the Last Post bugle
call, we are asking members of the
community to stand to attention at
the end of their driveway, or on their
veranda, balcony or deck, with their
right hand on their heart and then to
stay there, with their head bowed for
the one minute’s silence which follows.

It would also be great if families
and individuals could take a selfie
of themselves doing this and share
it on social media with the hashtag
#STANDTO.
Musicians are being urged to play the
Last Post on their lawn at 6am.
Anzac Day can be a deep, meaningful
and nearly spiritual experience for
everyone.
While it is primarily the recognition
of the camaraderie, mateships and
sacrifices made by the ANZACs.
Remembering their sacrifice is
particularly relevant given the sacrifices
we are all being asked to make during
this time, as the whole of humanity
does what it can to combat the spread
of COVID-19.
This year, we are unable to sell Anzac
badges locally, at schools, or on the
street.
We shall, however have tins (for
donations), and Anzac Badges available
at the counters at Quinton’s SUPA IGA.
If members of the community would
like to buy the limited-edition Anzac
biscuit tin, please ring the Warrandyte
RSL on (03) 9844 3567.

Veteran Don Hughes and his service dog Zeus
prepare to Stand To for Anzac Day

Photo: BILL McAULEY

ANZAC: The story of “Turkish” Charlie Ryan
By DON HUGHES
I THOUGHT I knew the ANZAC story

well but recently stumbled upon a new
insight — the story of Charlie Ryan.
He was born at Killeen Station just
north of Melbourne in 1853.
The son of a grazier, Charlie dedicated
his life to medicine and the care of
others.
He graduated as a surgeon from the
University of Edinburgh in 1875.
Seeking adventure, Charlie sought
medical experience with the Turkish
Army in Constantinople (now Istanbul).
However, the Russo-Turkish war of
1877–1878 broke out and Charlie found
himself in the Balkans at the siege of
Plevna as a young military doctor.
Despite his brave caring of the
wounded, he was eventually captured
by the Russians at another front in
Eastern Turkey.
After the war, Turkey honoured
Charlie’s distinguished service with the
Order of Mejidiye (4th class) and the
Order of Osmanli, the second highest
order in the Ottoman Empire.

A hero to the people of Turkey, he
returned home to Melbourne in 1878
to become a successful civilian doctor.
He also was made the representative
— similar to an ambassador — of the
Ottoman Empire in Australia for some
years.
He still liked army life and continued
as a Captain in the Volunteer Medical
Service.
Charlie was the doctor who tendered
the wounded bushranger Ned Kelly,
and after his execution — declared him
deceased.
At the outbreak of World War 1,
Charlie enlisted as the Senior Doctor
for the 1st Division, Australian Imperial
Force (AIF), and landed in Egypt just
after his 61st birthday.
He had enlisted to fight the Germans.
Aboard the troopships bound for
the ANZAC landings at a dinner for
senior officers Charlie knew more than
anyone how hard the Turks would fight
to defend their homeland.
It prompted him to state: “If, after 40
years, I am now about to fight them, it

Courtesy Australian War Memorial
is not because of a feeling of enmity,
but because of orders I have received
as a soldier”.
Clambering up the steep cliffs of
Gallipoli on April 25, 1915, Charlie and
the ANZACs landed on the peninsula to
face the Turkish commander, Mustafa
Kemal and his troops.
On May 19, the Turks launched a

The true
meaning
of Anzac
Day

By DON HUGHES
WHEN ON United Nations
Pe a c e ke e p i n g a n d D e m i n i n g
operations in Africa in 1994/5, I had
the unique and pleasant opportunity,
to spend a few days on leave at the
spectacular Victoria Falls.
Going for a pre-dawn stroll, on
Anzac Day in 1995, to pay my
respects, I came upon three fellow
visitors to this magnificent natural
wonder.
The first was a tourist from Japan,
we exchanged cordial pleasantries.

Next, was a robust and jovial
German on his first trip to Africa —
we thoroughly enjoyed each other’s
company.
Finally, I bumped into an outgoing
and friendly South African Boer, who
was visiting the amazing Victoria
Falls for the first time.
It made me reflect deeply — as
these men were all former enemies
of Australia.
It also made me reflect on
the mammoth task of trying to
rid a country (Mozambique) of

major attack which became a slaughter;
over 3,000 Turks lay dead in no man’s
land.
Both armies wanted to bury the
dead as the putrid smell had become
unbearable.
A one-day cease fire was declared
on May 24 and on that day, both sides
buried their dead in shallow graves.
This was the first time; the Turks and
Australians came face to face and talked
to each other.
There are diary entries about swapping
Turkish tobacco for bully beef.
Respectfully, the seeds of comradeship
between two countries were sown on
that day — this still thrives today.
Charlie Ryan carefully attached his
Ottoman Medals and, armed with only
a box camera, proceeded to direct his
medical staff tending the wounded.
Some Turks became seething,
thinking he had stolen the decorations.
In an unused Turkish voice of 40
years, the distinguished looking doctor
was able to placate the situation.
All stopped their gruesome tasks,

the appalling remnants of war
(landmines).
It took 20 years for Mozambique
to be the first severely landmine
affected country in the world to be
declared “landmine free”.
How long does it take to declare
ourselves free of the other effects
of war?
Just before Sir “Weary” Dunlop,
the great Australian Prisoner of War
Doctor, passed away in 1993, I had
the honour of hearing him speak at
a formal regimental dinner at the

time seemed suspended, the Turks
remembered the “Hero of the battle of
93” — Charles “Plevna” Ryan.
Shortly after this infamous armistice,
Charlie contracted dysentery and
typhoid.
He recovered and was knighted by the
King in 1916 and appointed the senior
doctor of the Australian Army until
November 11, 1918.
Charlie was the hero of two countries.
Major General Sir Charles Snodgrass
Ryan KBE, CB, CMG, VD, died on
October 23, 1926.
Turkish Charlie Ryan: Canakkale’s
Anzac Hero written by John Gillam
and Yvonne Fletcher, and beautifully
illustrated by Lillian Webb, was
published in 2018.
It is a wonderful book straddling this
defining story of a little-known hero for
both countries and it is a story every
Australian should know, and cherish.
A copy of the book, as well as a
special package for teachers can be
purchased from
www.friendsofgallipoli.org

Oakleigh Army Barracks.
He spoke with reverence and
sincerity, of the need to forgive past
enemies.
Despite witnessing horrendous
atrocities during the latter campaigns
of the Second World War, he had
come to the understanding — that
forgiveness is probably the greatest
of human attributes.
War is the result of deep divides
in society, and it is in peace, where
we heal those divides, that our true
spirit lives.
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Adventures in my own Wonderland
corner of my eye
By JO FRENCH
I’VE SLIPPED down a few rabbit holes
of late.
Wandering through lands far away
where people come out on to their
balconies that overlook courtyards
and cobbled streets and sing as the sun
sets, and the neighbours join in and a
clumsy cacophony rises, and when
the song finishes there is cheering
and waving — an acknowledgement of
something greater than what is seen.
In another land they walk out of
heavy wooden doors onto small
landings and step into pretty front
gardens with rose bushes and hedges,
edged with wrought iron fences and
they stand and they clap, it is early
evening and the lights are coming
on but there is no one in the street to
hear them.
Neighbours step out and join in the
celebration.
They seem to be celebrating the
emptiness and soon the cheering fills
the quiet neighbourhood.
It reminds me of the moment at the
footy when the teams run on to the
field and the grandstand swells with
excitement as fans unite and celebrate

their heroes.
When I come back from these lands,
the ache in my neck tells me I’ve been
standing in the same position for
too long, there is also an ache in my
shoulder and the phone in my hand
feels heavy.
There are so many lands to visit, they
are not all sunsets and celebrations.
Most are just news bulletins, filled
with images and stories of a planet
grappling with the spreading of the
virus and the death count rising.
Perhaps I stay in these lands longer
than I should.
I stay up late most nights.
Going to bed means a new day
will come and with that there is
uncertainty.
Besides, the house is the quietest it
has been all day and in the quiet and
the dark there is comfort and there
is space.
We have a large home, with a
large garden, chickens, a dog and a
mountain of tasks to fill the days of
#stayathome, but still, it seems, there
is not enough room.
Today I walked into the garden,
leaving my phone on the bench — that
thing is getting heavier by the day.
I dragged the garden bench into
the sun.
I sat on the bench.
I watched the chickens.

I don’t watch my chickens very often.
I feed them and talk to them, I
clean out their nests and sweep their
floor, I give them time to scratch in
the garden, and then I run around
quickly repairing the damage after I’ve
convinced them it is time to go back in.
I plead them for eggs when they are
getting a bit slack, but I don’t sit and
watch them.
One of my Isa Browns (she doesn’t
have a name because I never got
around to naming them, but she has
a damaged wing from a tussle with
a fox so I call her Little Miss Broken
sometimes, she’s a bit scruffy and
not at all friendly) was alone under
the large gum tree in the middle of
their yard.
She was half hidden by the shade
and the scratched-out dip she was
laying in.
She on her side and very, very still.
Was she dead?
I hope not — I do not want to deal
with a dead chicken today.
They haven’t laid an egg in weeks,
but I still don’t want them dead,
even though I have been tempted to
threaten them with that very sharp
tool from the workshop to see if it
brings on a lay.
She twitched and a small spray of
dust flicked over her back.
Was she struggling to get up?

She lay still again.
Then the flicking started again, and
the wriggling and the flicking began to
have a rhythm to it, then there was a
short pause and it began again.
She was having a dust bath.
I have had chickens in my backyard
for years, but I have never seen one
have a dust bath.
And that gum tree, so smooth and
white and tall and grand, where
kookaburras and magpies spend
hours watching and waiting for scraps,

diving in to steal the chook pellets in
the afternoon sun.
Its canopy sits above many of the
other trees in the area and reaches
well into the neighbour’s yard and is
visible from many standpoints around
our hill.
Majestic.
It was a few hours later when I came
back inside, my phone was on the
bench and I saw notifications and
messages were waiting.
I walked on by; it was time to set the
table for tea.

Experience tells us, we are going to be okay
By MICHELLE TOM
YES, THINGS look bad.
We’re living in unprecedented times,
and it is easy to sink into anxiety about
the future.
But here’s what life has taught me
so far.
Most of us are going to be okay.
Maybe more than okay.
This could be the making of us.
From September 2010, in
Christchurch, New Zealand, I lived
through 10,000 earthquakes, large
and small.
That first one was a wake-up call,
quite literally a 4:35am wake-up call
that saw me on my feet and staggering
down a darkened hallway to save
my children even before I was fully
conscious.
The earth and my house roared.
I’d been waiting all my life for that
cue and it was a case of when, not if,
there would be a catastrophe.
I was born on the Ring of Fire, a
geological formation where the earth
growls and rumbles and never lets you
forget it is unreliable.
But while it never lets you forget,
it never gives any warning, either, so
I grew up accepting disaster might

happen any minute, that life could
change without warning.
And then it did.
No one died in that first quake, but
we lost 185 people in the next big one,
the one you likely saw on the telly and
online the following February.
In this pandemic, homes represent
safety, a cocoon from the world
where we can isolate from each
other to prevent infection, but my
bent, cracked house in Christchurch
represented danger.
There were long delays on our
insurance claim, and it became
obvious over the following months
that life as we knew it was over.
We endured months of uncertainty
as we received many so-called experts
to assess damage — the concrete floor
broken and pushed up in the centre
like the cracked surface of a cake.
We were one of thousands.
There was no way to rush the process,
and depression descended.
This was the first lesson: people will
save you.
Christchurch people asked each
other “How is your house?” just as we
now tell each other to “Stay well”.
This is code: I care; you matter; we’re
all in this together.

I found a man at the insurance
company who didn’t hang up when
I cried.
He gave me his direct line and I
called him every time there was a big
aftershock to update our file.
His name was Bill and I will never
forget his kindness.
Be Bill for others, because we can
pull each other further than any one
of us will ever make it alone.
On Christmas Eve, the day after two
six-plus magnitude quakes finally
destroyed my home for good, flooding
it with sewage-laden liquefaction, I
put a call out on Facebook for help
cleaning up.
Under our insurance policy we were
required to do what we could, even if
it was a lost cause.
The next morning, we pulled up
outside our broken house, tear stained
and exhausted, and there were people
ready to help.
Many people.
They came with shovels and spades
and buckets, with wheelbarrows and
generous hearts.
Quietly, they followed us inside and
set about putting themselves to work.
There was a father with his teenaged
son and daughter, men from my

husband’s work, but most were
strangers.
Someone found a cutter in my
sewing room and sliced our sewagesoaked carpets into strips and rolled
them into foul burritos.
Those men then hoisted our detritus
against their bodies and carted them
outside, and I wept as I watched them
and weakly offered hand sanitiser.
Another man arrived, and seeing all
was in hand, and noting it was near
noon, went to a local supermarket and
bought bread, ham, chicken, sweets,
and cakes, and left it all on our outdoor
picnic table to feed those gathered.
He left before I could thank him.
The day before Christmas, the smell
of shit, the love of strangers.
Across the ditch
When I escaped to Melbourne, I
found it hard at first.
Everyone seemed so involved in
their petty disputes, their minor
irritations and arguments.
A driver yelled at me because I didn’t
cross the road when they thought I
should have.
In New Zealand that will get you
killed, you know, so call it a cultural
difference.

But this guy, he was livid, red-faced
and angry.
I’d just survived a large number
of five and six-plus magnitude
earthquakes.
I’d survived the protracted insurance
process.
I’d lived without a flushing toilet for
three months.
I’d emptied my own waste into a tank
in the street every few days.
I had boiled my water every day for
months.
What was this guy so upset about?
Perspective is a gift.
Just as I now marvel at the invention
of a flushing toilet as I watch it
miraculously transporting my waste
down the drain, so you too will marvel
at things denied you during this
pandemic.
Toilet paper.
Dinner out.
Walks with friends.
Later, when the dust settles, you will
likely find yourself altered.
More appreciative, more grateful,
less inclined to stress the small stuff.
And it doesn’t pass, this feeling.
It stays and becomes part of who
you are.

A simple act of kindness is its own reward
wellness
By MAREE ZIMNY
ONE DAY, AS I was driving home, I
drove past a lady in her 70s, she was
sitting at the bus stop.
I thought about stopping and offering
her a lift, but I kept driving, thinking
don’t be silly, you’re a weirdo picking
up strange ladies.
But a few minutes later it began to
rain.
So I went back to the bus stop, and
offered her a lift.
She said yes!
She had an appointment with her
doctor in Eltham, her taxi had never
turned up and she did not have an
umbrella.
She thought she was going to miss
her appointment.
I learn all this on the way to Eltham,
and we chat and laugh about lots of
things.
She has a beautiful soul, a fantastic
zest for life, and told me how blessed

she had been in life.
She always pays little compliments
and is grateful for things.
She was bright, vibrant and full of
spark.
She inspired me to be a better person
and notice the goodness in all things.
It’s moments like these that add
meaning to life.
A gift, not a service
All people are capable of kindness,
it comes from a deep place of genuine
care, compassion, love and a desire to
feel good inside.
But kindness has to be a genuine
act, doing a kind act and wanting
something in return is not kindness,
that’s an exchange of services.
People may choose acts of
kindness with an intention, or from a
spontaneous, random event.
When you are genuinely kind, you
are not in stress or anxiety, which
means you feel better, and this helps
your body stay healthier.
When you are genuinely kind to
others, or they are helpful to you, it
makes both people feel warm and

fuzzy inside and a smile beams across
a person’s face.
The interaction is memorable; their
energy has been lifted.
They share the experience with
family and friends, which makes them
feel good too.
There is something special when we
have that genuine experience.
When we are vulnerable, someone
b e i ng g e nu i n e ly ki n d to u s i s
invaluable.
Hormone response
Kindness creates a beautiful yet
complex mix of hormones and
neurotransmitters.
The event triggers endorphins in the
brain, which is a natural pain killer,
and it stimulates the production of
serotonin, which helps us be calmer
and increases happiness.
It also releases dopamine which
contributes to physical and mental
wellbeing and finally oxytocin, the
love hormone.
It is no wonder why people become
addicted to kindness.
Over the decades, studies into

kindness have revealed certain
benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

less stress
improved cardiovascular system
increased energy
improved immune system
stronger relationship
better performance
lower risks of depression

But to truly understand the mental
and physical benefits of kindness,
more studies are needed.
Kindness starts within
Start with the intention of being kind
to yourself and allow that to become
part of your daily self-care.
Find a place in your home that is
special to you, like a chair overlooking
the garden, or go outside to the garage,
or for a walk, and allow yourself
permission to do this for you and only
for you.
Create a sacred journey of self-care,
just five minutes a day of allowing
yourself kindness and self-compassion
will affect your wellbeing.

Remember, you can’t help others
and be a good role model if you don’t
practice what you preach.
Often we look to our peers and our
own role models for inspiration on
how to behave.
The world we live in means often
these people are celebrities, these are
some of my favourite quotes about
kindness.
“I’ve been searching for ways to heal
myself, and I’ve found that kindness is
the best way.”
—Lady Gaga
“Kindness is like snow — It beautifies
everything it covers.”
—Kahlil Gibran
“Kindness is the language which the
deaf can hear, and the blind can see.”
—Mark Twain
“This is my simple religion.
“There is no need for temples; no
need for complicated philosophy.
“Our own brain, our own heart is our
temple; the philosophy is kindness.”
—Dali Lama
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Training for the annual Easter Gift
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
FOR SOME PEOPLE, Christmas is their
favourite time of the year.
I concede, a red suited fat jolly
bloke, who perfected the hirsute face
well before Brunswick Street baristas
forgot to wear socks and bought pants
that were too short for them, that
breaks into your house, eats some
stale cookies, skols a warm beer and
dumps presents all over the lounge
floor, would appear to be hard to beat.
Other people go for the celebration
that is all about them.
The highlight of their annual calendar
is the day where their mother did all
the hard work, bought them into the
world and for at least the next 21 years
organised parties, baked cakes and
sang badly at the top of their voices
whilst gazing fondly at their favourite
child-for-the-day.
Not me. Nope. For this losing my
hearing, eyesight and quite possibly
my mind, middle-aged lady, my
favourite time of year was, is, and shall
forever remain, Easter.
Or at least will be until diabetes
catches up with me.
Chocolate runs through my veins.
Unfortunately, not as a birth right.
Although, I had many a fairy tale
dream as a child where Prince or
Princess Cadbury would sweep me off
me feet, take me back to their ancestral
home and make me Queen Cadbury IV.

The rightful monarch of the glassand-a-half in every family block
empire.
I may have long ago abandoned
hopes of a fairy tale ending to anything
in my haphazard and hapless existence.
But I have never lost my love for
the roasted, ground cacao seeds that
makes up the bulk of my diet.
Many an Easter Saturday night was
spent trying to keep one eye open and
fixed on my childhood driveway.
For in my mind, the Easter Bunny
was an organised, law abiding figure.
There was no flying through the sky
in a reindeer driven sleigh, breaking
all the laws of physics and air traffic
control separation standards.
No, in my mind, my highly calorific
laden hero(ine) was a bipedal ball of
non-gender specific bunny fluff that
skipped up the driveway with a nicely
decorated basket overflowing with the
ultimate brown gold decadence.
Magically they would slip into the
house, leaving a trail of colourful foil,
filled with chocolaty goodness.
Out the backdoor they’d go, dancing
around the yard dropping kilojoule
bombs like they were confetti, laying
the foundations for the Epic. Easter.
Egg. Hunt.
This is where things start to get a little
less idealistic.
It’s about now I feel the need to
mention, that this was also a day I had
to train for all year.
A less informed observer may
have come to the conclusion that
this scrawny little kid with straw for
hair, from the leafy eastern suburbs,

harboured dreams of Olympic athletic
glory.
Not so.
The sprint work, the running with a
backpack full of rocks up hills was all
preparation for Easter Sunday.
Specifically, the Easter Gift.
The infamous handicapped, slightly
uphill 120m foot race.
Don’t confuse this race with that
$40K non-event called the Stawell Gift.
I’m talking about the real deal,
I’m talking about the race that every
youngest sibling would understand.
The starters gun is the first cry of
delight as a child awakens and sees
some eggs of Easter.
Then the contest is on for young
and old.
If one was there, we literally would’ve
trampled our own grandmother in
our pursuit of western society’s mass
commercialism.
Being the youngest of four, I definitely
had the largest handicap.
Thus, the fleeter of foot I was, the
more I could carry, the more chocolaty
loot I could claim.
But the ultimate prize, the reward I
worked so hard for was the Humpty
Dumpty egg that would be hidden up
the gum tree at the end of the yard.
Year after year I would pump my little
legs as hard as I could in an attempt to
be the first across the grass.
As I got older, I could even get to
the tree first, but whilst still trying to
climb the tree one of the evil taller
older brothers would wander over and
snatch Sir Humpty out of the branches
above me.

Persistence paid off, one glorious
warm cloudless Easter Sunday
morning, I flew out of the starter
blocks, streamed across the lawn,
tackled the chosen tree and in one
glorious motion Humpty Dumpty and
I had a great fall.
All the King’s horses and all the
King’s men couldn’t stop me from
devouring Humpty my friend.
Lying contentedly on the ground,

my blood sugar levels sitting at 20.3
mmol/L, I bask in my glory.
Mum and Dad beam down at me.
“Congratulations” they say “We’re so
proud.
You’re 23, and the only child still
living at home, but you’ve finally
done it”.
And just like that, I knew I’d finally
graduated from the kids table and can
now proudly sit with the grown-ups.

A Warrandyte swimming hole odyssey
By BILL McAULEY
AS KIDS, DURING the summer
months, back in the 50s and 60s, our
life was defined by Warrandyte’s many
swimming holes.
Each well-known spot had its own
nickname and peculiarities.
Sometimes we would enjoy a
monster river swim and visit all of the
swimming holes in one day.
We’d leave our towels and belongings
at the west end of the town and troop
up to The Island behind the stone
built Selby Store [now known as The
Yarra Store].
We’d hit the water there, beginning
our half-swim/half-float with the
current journey home.
The first spot we would arrive at
was the Diving Rock where we would
clamber out and execute a few running
dives and bombs from the rock into
the swirling current then continue on
our way.
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The Willows was next situated just
on the Ringwood side of the bridge.
We’d often swim past Helen Couch as
she conducted her swimming lessons
under the willow trees that grew
profusely along the northern bank.
Many local kids learnt to swim in the
river here under her instruction.
The willows dangled their elegant
swaying branches over the water as the
current rushed us underneath them
and straight towards the bridge.
We rode the rapids right under
the bridge, looking up at the newly
constructed span that had recently
replaced the old wooden bridge.
We’d float down to The Rope situated
opposite the wood fired Bakery.
Naturally, we’d stop and have a swing
on the rope that was hanging from a
tree on the northern bank, flying across
the water and letting go as we neared
the middle of the river.
Next stop was The Cliffs, one of the

most exciting and most dangerous
spots along our river odyssey.
We’d climb up the towering cliffs
until we were over 35 feet above the
water and launch ourselves out from
the dangerous cliff wall and land in
only eight feet of water.
Some of the more adventurous lads
would dive face first from the cliffs but
most were only game enough to jump.
But whichever way you got your
kicks, it was an exhilarating ride!
After our dose of adrenaline, we’d
shoot the rapids below today’s dog
beach near the Dairy and float down
to Hussey’s Pool.
Here, we’d luxuriate in the natural
harbor that was created by a huge
rocky barrier that stretched more than
halfway across the river.
The pool was a great place to
swim without being bothered by the
currents.
It was a beautiful place to break our

journey under the giant oak tree that
presided over this special swimming
hole, where I learnt to swim in 1956.
Next stop was at least half a kilometre
from Hussey’s, so we’d float and swim
along, past the picnic shelter, and
enjoy the beautiful bush on both sides
of the river.
We felt safe, for it was rare for a giant
tree to fall over into the river in those
days.
I once saw a local guy, Chris Emery,
dive down in this stretch of water and
return to the surface with a gold nugget
clutched in his hand.
It was a glimmering shiny nugget that
almost matched the glittering smile
on Chris’s face and was worth a pretty
penny too!
We’d arrive at The Creek, where
Andersons Creek runs into the Yarra
and prepare to shoot the rapids that
would take us to the next swimming
hole.

Next stop was The Log, our favourite
swimming hole and the place where
my generation mostly hung out.
Here, an old tree had fallen alongside
the riverbank and created a natural set
of stairs to take us down to the deep
water there.
We’d dive from the log and swim
across to the rope on the other side
of the river.
This rope was an excitement
generator, it would swing you at great
speed out across the water to the
middle of the river, and when you
launched from it you were still high
up in the air.
High enough to give you a decent
belly whack if you didn’t land in the
water properly.
We would dive from the rope and
also execute back somersaults into the
swirling brown current.
One local lad, Alistair Stephenson,
would dare to perform a triple back
somersault from the rope.
Sometimes, I’d take my batterydriven record player down there and
we’d groove to The Mamas & the Papas.
While hippies were gathering in
San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury, we
experienced our own Summer of Love
on the banks of the Yarra, dancing and
singing together under the burning
January sun.
There were never any nasty incidents
or fights and we’d leap into the cooling
water and float on our backs, staring
up through the willow branches,
hypnotised by the blue summer sky,
dreaming of the perfect world that was
surely coming.
We’d continue our river odyssey
along a beautiful stretch of river until
we came to the entrance of The Pound
Bend Tunnel opposite the cul de sac
at the end of Bradley’s Lane.
Sometimes we’d shoot the rapids that
ran through the tunnel and under the
hill there.
It was a scary and dangerous feat to
shoot through the dark tunnel and try
not to think about the bats too much.
This was the end of our monster swim
and we’d walk back to get our towels
and belongings from The Log and head
home, hoping our mums had put on
an early tea, because we were very,
very tired and hungry after our most
excellent adventure.
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Everyone needs beauty as well as bread
gardening
By KATHY GARDINER
WELL I AM not sure where to start, the
first article of the year for me.
I was struggling at the start and now
find, like you, a bigger pit of worry.
My garden has always been there for
me, and I hope while in self isolation
that you find your garden a peaceful
place to rest and reset.
With so many of us without work
and the foreboding economic gloom
ahead, we need something to cheer us,
something to give us direction.
And with summer slipping into
autumn in the garden it will bring us
peace, fair days and untold beauty.
It happens every year.
We b a k e t h ro u g h s u m m e r
despondent about how the garden
will ever recover from the ravages of
the heat and yet, every year it does.
Every year, with little help, the bulbs
start to show their heads through
the earth, new red growth on the
roses bursts from swelling buds, bees
continue to buzz and the millipedes
and mozzies continue to annoy us.
Nerines, belladonna lilies,
cyclamens, crocus, gladiolus and
Easter lilies colour our gardens.
Life in the garden goes on and so
will we.
I am so impressed that after the
initial rush of buying toilet paper,
stockpiling meat and canned foods
that the community/world has also
rushed to snap up seedlings.
I love the fact that many people
who have never grown their own food
before will now give it a go.
From polystyrene foam boxes on
the veranda, to pots of parsley on the
window sill, and even giant apple
crates full of seedlings.
I love that everyone is having a go.

People are even giving chook raising
a go.
The kids are home and keen to get
involved.
With all this hand washing... let them
get their hands dirty in the mud of the
garden.
It’s a great time to plant seedlings as
the weather is cooling yet the soil is
still toasty warm.
That is if you can actually get your
hands on seedlings or seeds.
Remember planting winter
vegetables now will also mean fewer
insects to damage your crops as well.
You can have a bountiful supply
of vegetables over winter, with little
effort, if you plant now.
Broccoli, cabbages, cauliflowers,
lettuce, leeks, onions, radishes, silver
beet and spinach.
Plant them as soon as you can, and
feed them up with lots of compost,
manure, consistent watering, blood
and bone or a complete fertiliser.
The more nutrients they are given
early on, the better, quicker, and more
strongly they will grow.
They will love rotted down leaves
and soon we are going to have them
in bulk.
You can also plant peas, beans and
broad beans but remember to fertilise
them as well and a add couple of
handfuls of lime to the bed to set them
off on a good start.
It is such a busy time in the garden
in April.
Pruning and staking, planting,
planning, weeding, mowing and
raking up autumn leaves to add to the
compost pile.
But I think this year we need to just
enjoy our gardens, the jobs will still be
there in 2021.
I think now is the time to just relax
with the kids, enjoy the wonders and
really sit in the last warm days with a
good book.
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Pitch a tent in the garden and let
the kids sleep overnight and look at
the stars.
Maybe light a little fire pit.
Sit and talk and reconnect with the
family, ask questions, wonder, and
just “be”.
Listen to the noises, look at the
tiny things on leaves, google or use
reference books to discover the
multitude of birds that surround us
every day.
What do their eggs look like? What

are their nests like? Are they grain or
insect eaters?
You will all learn something new.
Something that we took for granted
and didn’t have time for a couple of
months ago.
There will be terrible months coming
up, months of worry, confinement,
joblessness, but it can also be a time
to just appreciate everything around
us in beautiful Warrandyte.
To feel blessed with what we have.
Our community is amazing and has

risen to the challenge of being kind
and concerned about each other, to
look out for each other.
Enjoy, and I wish you all good health
and peace.

“Everyone needs beauty as well as
bread, places to play in and pray
in, where Nature may heal and
cheer and give strength to body
and soul alike”
—John Muir
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COVID-19 tax update on working from home
finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
MANY OF YOU may find yourself
working out of home, so this month’s
column will be a refresher on how
to ensure you maximise your tax
deductions for the costs you will incur.
If you take the trouble to set up a
dedicated, furnished and properly
equipped home study, there will be
significant tax deductions available
for you to claim and therefore reduce
your taxable income.
There are three basic requirements
to be satisfied in order to claim costs
incurred whilst working from home:
• The costs must have been
incurred, therefore you must have
evidence of the amount and
nature
of the expenditure incurred such
as invoices, receipts, credit card
statements, diary entries et cetera.
• The costs must have been
incurred as a consequence of
your employment and work
related
activities.
• In the case of expenses that are
both work related and of a private
or domestic nature you must have
a record showing how the work
related portion was determined.
Home office expenses
The home office expenses you
may be able to claim include home
office running expenses, phone and
internet expenses, and in some cases
a share of your occupancy costs,
providing you have a dedicated work
area such as a properly equipped
study and not just a dual-purpose area
in your lounge or dining room.
The running expenses you may
claim include:
• heating, cooling and lighting

• cleaning costs
• repairs to home office equipment
and furniture
• purchase cost of office equipment
such as computers, scanners,
printers and telephones, if less
than $300 per item
• depreciation of the above items if
their cost is $300 or more
• other office costs including
computer consumables such as
printer paper and ink cartridges,
computer software and stationery
items et cetera
If you do not have a dedicated room
or area set aside as a study then you
cannot claim the costs of heating,
cooling, lighting and cleaning costs
or the costs of furniture.
However, you can still claim workrelated phone and internet costs,
and the work related portion of the
purchase cost of, and repairs to, your
computer and printer, and related
consumables and stationery items.
Calculating your
running expenses
There are two methods you may use
to calculate your running expenses.
The fixed rate per hour method
Instead of recording all your actual
expenses for heating, cooling, lighting
and furniture depreciation, you can
claim a deduction of 52 cents for each
hour you work at home.
This is determined by the ATO to be
an average of the energy costs and the
value of common furniture items used
in a dedicated home study.
To claim using this method you will
need to keep records of your actual
hours spent working at home for the
financial year, or alternatively keep a
diary for a representative four-week
period to reflect your usual pattern
of time working at home.
You need to separately calculate the
other running expenses set out in the
list above.
If you have changed the pattern of

time spent working at home due to
the impact of the COVID-19, and you
have earlier in the financial year spent
some limited work related time at
home, it would be preferable to split
your record of hours worked into two
separate calculations.
The actual expenses method
This method may be used as an
alternative to claiming 52 cents per
hour for lighting, heating, cooling
and cleaning.
You will need to work out the floor
area of the part of your home that is
used exclusively for work purposes
as a percentage of the total floor area.
Then, work out the percentage of the
year you have used your dedicated
work area or study exclusively for
work purposes — after allowing
for days in the year the work area
was not utilised such as illness and
holidays, and then apply the reduced
percentage to the amount of each of
the above running costs.
Example: Annual electricity cost is
$5,600, the study area as a proportion
of total floor area is 0.12.
Total weeks the study was used for
work purposes after allowing for four
weeks holidays = 48/52 = 0.92.
Therefore, the deductible proportion
of the annual electricity bill claimed
would be (5600 *0.12)*0.92 = $618.
It may well be that the actual
expenses method may result in a
greater deduction for the above
running costs than the amount
resulting from using the fixed rate of
52 cents for each hour worked.
This could well be the case during
the period you are working at home
as a consequence of the impact of
COVID-19 on your work location.
It could be well worth retaining and
analysing all your electricity, gas and
cleaning costs for the 2020 financial
year if you are working from home
either on a part-time or full-time
basis.

Claiming occupancy expenses
Occupanc y expenses include
rent, mortgage interest, property
insurance, land taxes and rates.
Employees generally are normally
unable to claim the work-related
portion of the above occupancy
expenses except in the following two
very limited circumstances:
• The space in the home is a place
of business and not suitable for
domestic use such as a doctor or
dentist surgery, hairdresser or
artist’s studio et cetera.
• No other work location is
provided
to an employee by an employer
and the employee is required to
dedicate part of their home to
their
employer’s business as an office.
Under the current extraordinary
circumstances where employees are
not able to work at their employer’s
business due to either closure of the
business premises or a direction to
isolate and work at home, it should
be possible to satisfy the second
requirement and claim a floor area
based percentage of the abovementioned occupancy costs.
If you are renting your home,
then you can claim an appropriate
percentage of your rent based on the
floor area utilised by your dedicated
home study area.
This deduction is not available if
your work area is part of a common
area such as a dining or lounge area.
However, for homeowners, there
is a twist.
If you own your home and elect
to claim a portion of the above
occupancy expenses, you will have a
partial exposure to capital gains tax.
This will be based on the period
of time you claimed occupancy
expenses, as a percentage of the total
period you have owned your home
up to the time of sale, multiplied by
the percentage floor area of your
study area to the total floor area of

your home.
If you envisage having to work from
home, or expect down the track to
spend a significant amount of work
time at home, you should consider
setting up a fully equipped dedicated
work place in a separate room, as
there are significant tax benefits
available rather than working in a
shared room such as a lounge or
dining room.
This is a real winner if you are renting
your home and have a spare room as
you can then claim a proportion of
your rent as an occupancy expense.
If you own your home and have a
dedicated study room, you should
do your sums and work out whether
you are better off using the easier
fixed rate method of claiming running
expenses or the actual cost method, as
outlined above.
If you are in the situation where you
have no choice other than to work
from home then you also need to
consider the potential cost of the CGT
liability you may trigger when you
sell your home against the significant
tax savings you may achieve by
claiming an appropriate share of your
occupancy costs, which can be quite
significant, especially if you have a
large mortgage on your home.
The content of this article is not
intended to be relied upon as
professional advice and should not
be used as such.
If you have any questions you should
consult a registered tax agent.
Further information on claiming
work related expenses and the
COVID-19 Government Assistance
to Business and Individuals updated
to March 30, 2020 is available on our
website.
B r i a n S p u r r e l l F C PA , C TA ,
Registered Tax Agent.
Director, Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd
P O Box 143 Warrandyte 3113.
0412 011 946
www.ptasaccountants.com.au

a common enemy.
COVID-19 is a common enemy, but
in time the pandemic will pass.
Existentially, dangerous climate
change is a far worse common enemy
which will continue to impact our way
of life for decades to come.
As we move into the 2020s and the
climate crisis becomes more severe,
we must do all we can to ensure
that our governments and the major
political parties will put aside their

differences and adopt a national
and coordinated approach to urgent
climate action.
The Coronavirus crisis requires
our governments to act in the public
interest rather than to protect vested
private interests.
The same applies to the climate
crisis.
Moreover, just like the Coronavirus
crisis demands we all play our part, so
does the climate crisis.

We can all make a difference
individually and collectively.
We must hold ourselves, each other
and our leaders to account.
After all, we only have one planet.

Coronavirus and the climate crisis
green edge

By JEFF CRANSTON
WarrandyteCAN

WHEN IT COMES to emergencies,
the response to the current COVID-19
pandemic and the climate emergency
couldn’t be more different.
Unlike the climate crisis, the
Coronavirus crisis has developed very
rapidly, with the numbers of infected
persons in Australia and overseas
growing exponentially day by day.
Our nation has been mobilised to
limit the rate at which the virus spreads
and lessen its impact on our health
system.
Increasingly strict and overarching
measures have been put in place,
and our lives have been drastically
impacted — similar to what we might
experience in wartime.
The economic consequences of these
measures are dire, and are likely to
continue for some time.
In the Coronavirus crisis, our Federal
Government has shown leadership
and acted relatively quickly.
Compare this to the Government’s
inadequate response to the recent
horrendous bushfire season and its
very poor track record in dealing with
the climate crisis.
The Government is listening to the
public health experts, with the PM and
the Health Minister appearing at press
conferences with the Chief Medical

Officer to present a united front.
Party politics has largely been
cast aside, and there’s a spirit of
bipartisanship between the Coalition
and Labor.
There’s also a spirit of cooperation
between the Commonwealth and the
States and Territories, including a new
National Cabinet to manage and limit
the spread of the Coronavirus.
We’ve seen nothing like this since
World War II.
All this contrasts dramatically with
the climate crisis, which has been
decades in the making and will pan
out over many decades to come, with
impacts set to worsen over time.
There is, of course, growing fear in the
community about the consequences of
climate change.
But because the threat isn’t perceived
as imminent like the current pandemic,
people tend to put it to the back of
their minds, especially when more
immediate needs demand attention.
Climate change, unlike the
Coronavirus, has become a highlycharged party political issue — and is
now also a cause of significant conflict
within the Liberal Party.
Unfortunately, we haven’t seen
our national government accept the
science of climate change and show
the same respect for climate scientists
that it’s showing to the medical experts
in relation to COVID-19.
What can we learn from the
differences between the way the
two crises are being managed?
Certainly, this comparison shows
that when our Federal and State
Governments have the will, and there
is a unity of purpose, they can affect
far-reaching changes in the national
interest and do what is necessary,
despite the huge economic cost
involved.
It has been said that a country is
never more united than when it faces

Jeff Cranston is a member of
local climate change action
group WarrandyteCAN. If you’d like
to become a climate change hero,
join us. Find them on Facebook at:
facebook.com/warrandytecan
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Overwhelmed by information overload?
mental health
By STEPHANIE FOXLEY
FEELING OVERWHELMED with all the
information that is being fed to us via the
news and social media pages?
This can be catastrophic for people
who already struggle with mental
health issues such as anxiety, stress or
depression.
Even those who are normally not
affected by any of these mental health
issues may already be showing signs
that they are becoming distressed by the
continual broadcast of updates and news
of the spread of COVID-19.
These broadcasts are essential for
information on how to best look after
ourselves, especially when obtained
from reputable sources.
But limiting our exposure to news and
social media updates may be a sensible
way of quelling those feelings of fear and
anxiety that we might be experiencing.

Limit your exposure to rolling news
Planning and restricting your viewing
times are really important steps in
maintaining strong mental health while
still gaining enough information on
how to act, or in understanding what
restrictions are taking place.
The news is repeated regularly enough
for each of us to decide which newscast
is the most suitable for us.
There is no necessity to have the news
on 24hrs a day!
We do not necessarily need to hear
news as it breaks; but scheduling times
for regular updates during the day will
make sure that you don’t miss out on
any vital information.
In order that we keep up to date with
developments and maintain our mental
stability, choosing a time first thing in
the morning, in the middle of the day
and later in the evening to watch the
news, or your favourite current affairs
program, will restrict your constant
exposure to the stressful situation that
we find ourselves in.
The problem with allowing yourself

to be exposed to constant updates
about the spread of COVID-19 and
the restrictions being put into place by
the Government, is that information is
constantly being repeated, and for some,
this means a constant reinforcement
for any anxiety this situation is causing.
So, schedule your times for updating
yourself on COVID-19, and in between
these times, change channels and watch
something light-hearted, listen to your
favourite music, read a book, or learn
a new skill.
Avoiding late night news bulletins will
especially help those who have sleep
issues and it would be more advisable
to watch the main news no later than
6pm, and then choose an early morning
bulletin, rather than to stay up until
midnight and expect to be able to sleep!
Reduce time on social media
Social media can also be a source of
added stress.
It is always great to catch up with
friends online to see how they are going,
but again, if you feel bombarded with
negative posts, schedule a certain time in

Australia’s first pandemic
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
IN THE MARCH edition of the
Warrandyte Diary I talked about the
smallpox plague of 1789.
It was spookily prescient of the
situation we now face with Coronavirus
and I will continue the theme.
Nowadays, social media can spread
information (or misinformation) about
important events, but back in 1789 the
Australian social media was song, dance
and message-stick.
It was essentially the same in medieval
Europe, when wandering minstrels sang
witty songs to local audiences, about the
political or social news of the day.
For instance, there is a theory that
the nursery rhyme Ring a Ring o’ Roses
was about the 14th century Black Death
Plague — the first sign of the plague
was sneezing, and we all still say “Bless
you” because you were as good as dead
if you sneezed.
W h e n t h e s ma l l p ox p a n d e m i c
suddenly and inexplicably broke out in
Sydney in early April 1789, the suffering
was catastrophic.
Australia had been a disease-free
environment and not even the common
cold was present.
Suddenly, people became feverish
and pus-filled sores broke out all over
their bodies.
They suffered in indescribable pain
for about 10 days then died in relentless
numbers.
First Fleet officer David Collins visited
some campsites with his native friend
Arabanoo and graphically recorded the
following:
...those who witnessed his [Arabanoo’s]
expression and agony can never forget
either.
He looked anxiously around him in the

different coves we visited; not a vestige
in the sand was to be seen of a human
foot; the excavations in the rocks were
filled with the putrid bodies of those
who had fallen victim to the disorder;
not a living person was anywhere to
be met with.
It seemed as if, flying from the
contagion, they had left the dead to
bury the dead.
He lifted up his hands and eyes in
silent agony for some time; at last
he exclaimed, “All dead, all dead”
and then hung his head in mournful
silence.
Smallpox had scourged Europe over
the whole of the 18th century, so the
First Fleet doctors were well practiced
in quarantine procedures.
History therefore proudly records that
“no white man died of the plague” after
it broke out in April 1789.
However, it spread inexorably along
the coast and through the river systems
to reach every corner of Australia.
The spread of the disease was also
unwittingly aided by the social media
of the day.
In Sydney a song was created, replete
with ghoulish shrieks and groans to
convey the pain and suffering involved.
Messengers were sent out with the
song to warn other tribes.
The only problem was the messengers
had been incubating the disease and
passed it on with the song.
It is a standard protocol in traditional
Australian society that a song is never
translated when it is learnt.
It must always be sung in the language
of the people who created it.
So imagine my surprise in finding
that Jimmy Dawson, an early settler at
Warrandyte in 1840, had recorded the
words of the smallpox song that had
originated in Sydney.
Jimmy shifted to Port Fairy in the
Western District in 1844 and began a

lifelong process of documenting the
cultural information he was given.
The chilling words of the song (without
the ghoulish shrieks and groans) are
translated as follows:
Red hot Echidna spikes are burning me
Piercing me until pain overwhelms me
Comfort me my sisters
I am a grinning, grinning, grinning skull
I am a grinning, grinning, grinning skull
I am a grinning, grinning, grinning skull
The fact that this original song was
recorded in the Western District of
Victoria, some 60 years after the plague
had swept through, is testament to
the accuracy of Aboriginal oral history
conveyed in story and song.
All that is required is some basic
understanding of the cultural symbolism
embedded in the story.
Some historians have opined that the
smallpox plague never reached Victoria,
but this is at odds with Aboriginal oral
history.
The Woiwurung language people of the
Melbourne area recount the legend of
the Mindye and describe the devastation
wrought.
The Mindye is described as being a
ten-mile-long, serpent-like creature
with the head of a dog, a mane and the
tail of a possum.
It spat poison and moved at such speed
it was invisible, but the poison was in the
dust that followed.
The pock marks left on any survivors
were referred to as “the cups of the
Mindye” and other scarring as “the
scales of the Mindye”.
In my 2016 book The Dust of the Mindye
I estimated that the death rate from the
1789 smallpox was around 90 per cent of
the Australian population.
With a minimum base population of
three million, that means the death toll
was at least 2.5 million Australians.
It is a sobering comparison to our
present predicament.

the day to access your social media feeds.
Anxiety can affect anyone
Remember approximately 15 per cent
of all Australians aged 16–85 are affected
by anxiety and at the moment this figure
is likely to have increased.
If you are concerned that you or
someone else is becoming highly
anxious about the current situation,
please reach out for help.
Signs of anxious behaviour in our
current COVID-19 situation include
excessive distress, sleep disturbance and
increased use of alcohol or drugs.
These run alongside exacerbated
obsessive or compulsive behaviour.
Currently, we are asked not to
participate in social situations, so
being aware of excessive behaviour is
important.
Overthinking or dramatising situations
is another sign of anxiety.
Irritability, impatience, anger and
nervousness are also key signs of feeling
anxious or being overwhelmed; along
with confusion, indecisiveness and a
racing mind.

Excessive exposure to stressful news
covering the current pandemic may
ultimately lead to a panic attack; a
sudden onset of intense apprehension
or fear.
Pace your exposure to news and social
media coverage and remember to take
a break from it to keep a balanced and
healthy mind.
Stephanie Foxley is a Warrandyte
based counsellor who offers face-toface and online counselling services.
Medibank, Bupa, Police Health Fund
and Doctor’s Health fund accredited.
Member of ACA and CCAA,
Provisional member of PACFA
0407 921 122
newlifehealingspace@gmail.com
Coronavirus Health Information
Line: 1800 020 080
Beyondblue Australia: 1300 22 4636
Lifeline: (Crisis Support) 13 11 14
Kids helpling (5–25): 1800 551 800
Headspace (12–25): 1800 650 890
Health and Human Services:
www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au

Even if we are
not, birds are on
the move
IN THE BIRD world, autumn is a
season of migration.
Cooling temperatures give us
another excuse to get out into our
backyards and survey birds.
BirdLife Australia’s Birds in
Backyards Autumn Survey runs
until the end of April, with a focus on
what unusual or unexpected birds are
turning up in your backyard.
This fire season was unprecedented
and many bird communities have lost
refuge and resources, pushing them
to their limits.
There have been accounts
of unusual birds turning up in
unexpected places or at the extremes
of their range and BirdLife are asking
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everyone to report these occurrences.
When you complete a survey in
the Birdata portal, leave a comment
in the notes section to flag when a
bird is a really unusual visitor to your
garden — maybe it is one you have
never seen before, or is showing up
earlier or later than you would usually
expect them.
The website also contains a field
guide to aid in avian indentification
This kind of data gained from this
type of survey by citizen scientists
can really have an impact on BirdLife
Australia’s research.
To take part in the Birds in
Backyards Autumn survey, visit:
www.birdsinbackyards.net
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Warrandyte’s natural wonders
ANOTHER casualty of COVID-19 has
been our beloved Warrandyte Festival.
While it has merely been suspended
at this stage, the work that many locals
put into preparing for the event has
been shelved for now.
Included in this is the Warrandyte
Nature group, who regularly showcase
Wa r ra n d y t e’s f a b u l o u s n a t u re

photographers in their Facebook
group.
The group were due to hold an
exhibition of their photographs at
the Festival, and they have provided
a selection of these images for
publication in the paper, as a sneak
peek of what will be on display when
the Festival returns.

BRUCE WILLIAMS

MICHELLE KLOBUCNIK

DEBBIE FIORENZA

DEBBIE FOIRENZA

ANDREW FRANCIS
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what’s open
The Warrandyte Diary team understand the importance of community. Our What’s Open guide will help you connect with local businesses. So whether you need a personal trainer or
a solicitor, ideas for dinner or a birthday present. Living and shopping locally benefits not only your own health, but ensures our businesses do not simply survive, but thrive.
Note: This list is compiled by the editorial team on information available at time of publishing. Please remember to support our regular advertisers, listed throughout the paper.

Food & beverage
Produce
Quinton’s SUPA IGA
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
Warrandyte
9844 3089
info@quintonsiga.com.au
Monday – Friday, 7am–7pm

Asian

Italian

Mings
6/92 Melbourne Hill Road
9844 2288
Closed until April 14

Bocca Italian Pizzaria
104 Melbourne Hill Road, Warrandyte
9844 0396
Full menu available.
Collection or delivery via Uber Eats/
Doordash
Wednesday – Sunday, 5pm–9pm

Mumma Dumpling
188-202 Yarra Street. Warrandyte
9844 5688
Full menu, take away only
Friday – Monday, 5:30pm–8:30pm

Warrandyte Quality Meats
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
Warrandyte
9844 1563
Monday – Friday, 10am–6pm
Saturday, 10am–1pm

Vanilla Orchid
188 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5778
www.vanillaorchid.com.au
Take away
Tuesday – Sunday, 5:30pm–9pm
Delivery service available until 8:30pm

Warrandyte Hot Bread
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
Warrandyte
Monday – Saturday, 7:30am–5pm
Sunday, 7:30am–2:30pm
Pies, bread, cakes

Nardee Indian Restaurant
282 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 3674
Take away
Seven nights, 5:30pm–10pm

Warrandyte Bakery
193–197 Yarra Street
9844 1809
Monday – Sunday, 7am–5:30pm
Hot and cold pies, bread, coffee, cakes
Aumanns at Warrandyte
150 Harris Gully Road, Warrandyte
9844 3464
aumannsproduce.com.au
Monday – Friday, 7am–6pm
Saturday – Sunday, 8am–5pm
Café closed until further notice
Bellview Farm
19–25 Stintons Road, Park Orchards
0412 418 966
Free Range Eggs
Farm Fresh Eggs normally sold at
Warrandyte Market, available from the
farm gate.

Indian Affair
1/35 Drysdale Rd, Warrandyte
9844 4974
indianaffairrestaurant.com.au
Takeaway and delivery
7 days, 5pm–9:30pm
Thursday, Friday lunch, 12pm–2:30pm

Fish & Chips
West End Fish and Chips
98 Melbourne Hill Road
Take away
Tuesday – Sunday 11am–8pm
Seafood by the Yarra
162 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 4144
Take away
Tuesday – Sunday, 10:30am–8pm

Bubbas Pizza
188 Yarra Street
Warrandyte
9844 0099
Sunday – Thursday, 5pm–9pm
Friday – Saturday, 5pm–10pm
No-contact delivery available

Ready meals
ember
152 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5548
info@emberdining.com.au
www.emberdining.com.au
Wednesday – Sunday, 4pm–8pm
ember takeaway and ember essentials.
Enjoy your ember experience at home
with takeaway or order pre-package
meat and produce options.
Grand Hotel
110 Yarra St, Warrandyte
9844 3202
grandhotelwarrandyte.com.au
Take away menu
Wednesday – Sunday 4pm – 8pm
Serve at home menu
Monday – Sunday 12pm – 8pm
Call 9844 3202 & Dial 1 (bookings)
Blue Pear Pantry
0415 170 733
deb@bluepearpantry.com.au
www.bluepearpantry.com.au
Award winning pies and sausage rolls
delivered to your door ready to heat and
eat.

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates
Certified Practising Accountants

Take away coffee
Cocoa Moon
166 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Monday – Friday 8:30am–3pm
Weekends, 8:30am–4:30pm
Now and Not Yet Cafe
148 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Open 7 days, 9am–2pm
White Owl
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road,
Warrandyte
Monday – Friday, 7am–1pm
Saturday, 8am–1pm
RiverView Cafe
242 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Monday – Saturday, 6am–4:30pm
Sunday, 7am–4:30pm
Food for all Seasons
254 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Monday – Sunday, 8am–4pm
Take away food and coffee and cakes.
Cafe Z
1530 Main Road, Research
Monday – Saturday, 7am–2pm
Community based cafe specialising
in great coffee and homemade
deliciousness with Turkish influence.
Take home meals available!

Bottleshop
Grand Hotel
110 Yarra St, Warrandyte
Wednesday – Sunday, 3pm–8pm
Hops & Vine
242 Yarra St, Warrandyte
9844 5590
Monday – Saturday, 11am–8pm
Sunday, 11am–6pm
Want your business listed here?
Contact us now for your free listing.
editor@warrandytediary.com.au
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what’s open
Gifts

Sweets & cakes
Sassafras Sweet Company
207 Yarra St, Warrandyte
9844 3011
sweetco.com.au
Monday – Sunday, 12pm–5pm
Miss Sprinkles
www.misssprinkles.com.au
0409 079 902
Shop 7/5 Hopetoun Road, Park Orchards
Wednesday – Saturday, 9am–2pm
Cupcakes and celebration cakes.
Cupcake decorating kits to keep the kids
entertained.
Asterisk Kitchen
0429 302 212
www.asteriskkitchen.com.au
Catering
French biscuits, meringues, lavosh and
grissini.

Garden
Warran Glen Nursery
373 Ringwood – Warrandyte Rd,
Warrandyte
www.warranglen.com.au
Nursery & gift shop open 10am–4pm
Cafe closed.
Riverside Sand and Soil
1 Mahoneys Court, Warrandyte
9844 3329
Monday – Friday, 7am–5pm
Saturday, 8am-3pm
Phone orders preffered, touch free
payment available.
Friends of Warrandyte State Park
(FOWSP) Nursery
The Pound, Warrandyte
Nursery closed to public, online and
phone orders coming soon.
www.fowsp.org.au

Calla Collective
142 Yarra Street
9844 3969
www.callacollective.com.au
callacollective@gmail.com
Arts and crafts, gifts
Physical store closed
Virtual and delivery options available.

Ironing Be Gone
0438 698 872
tlyoul@hotmail.com
Ironing Service
A Warrandyte mum that services
the local area with all your ironing
needs. Everything returned steamed
and pressed ready to go back in your
wardrobe.

Fitness

SheEarth Gems
9844 5525
www.etsy.com/shop/sheearth
Gemstones and crystals
Physical store closed until further notice,
but Etsy shop is fully operational so go
online for a look.

rivvaPT
0419 553 058
Chris Sharpe can provide at-home visits
with maximum hygiene taken care of
with sanitiser and wipes (which I can
bring) as well as outdoor sessions

Minnie & Lou
0434 841 530
https://etsy.me/3dphrEY
Eco gift stationery (greeting cards, gift
tags), art prints and wheat bags (heat
packs). Made in Warrandyte
Postal deliver for all orders

Functionally Fit
0438311349
info@functionallyfit.com.au
Exercise Physiologist and Nutritional
Specialist
Online programming, online exercise
sessions and Nutritional webinars.

Home Services
Platylobium
0409 178 030
platylobium.com.au
nadia@platylobium.com.au
Landscape Design
Native landscape design service,
individually tailored to help you create
and maintain your dream landscape
Mr Grumpy’s Repairs and Painting
0420 969 965
grumpyrepairsandpainting@gmail.com
Home maintenance
Full internal or external painting; pavers
or plate laying; new lawn turf; roof
repairs; high-pressure cleaning; timber
deck staining

Pet care

Dogdayz
9844 3292
Dog boarding
Providing day care and boarding
for dogs. Free animal transport for
Warrandytians boarding until further
notice.

Media services
42K Media
42kmedia.com.au
hello@42kmedia.com.au
0429 121 969
Digital media and video production
services for the Warrandyte community
and surrounds.
Contact us to discuss how to use live
streaming to engage with your clients.

Curlew Creative
www.curlewcreative.com.au
0438 841 090
Graphic Designer
Logos, Brochures, Websites, Posters,
Marketing, Illustration, Photography and
much more...
The Online Fix
theonlinefix.com
kirri@theonlinefix.com
0428 660 015
Based in Research, we provide digital
marketing and audit solution sessions to
improve your digital marketing strategy.
Thinking Printing
Unit 4, 156-160 New Street, Ringwood
www.thinkingprinting.com.au
9879 8722 or 0418 522 140
Full service printers.
Free contactless delivery to Warrandyte
and surrounds.

Professional
Eyes On Warrandyte
Optometrists
Monday, Thursday, Friday, 9am-10am
Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday, 9am-1pm
Consultation available Tuesday,
Wednesday and Saturday
See ad below for contact details
Madison Sloan Lawyers
9879 0734
melisa@madisonsloanlawyers.com.au
Legal Services
Monday – Friday, 9am–5pm
Hoskins Real Estate
67 Mitcham Road,
Donvale, VIC 3111
9874 7677 / 0411 619 336
kathy@hoskins.com.au
Monday to Friday, 9am–5:30pm
Saturday, 9am–3pm

These difficult times can feel lonely and upsetting.
Neighbourhood House staff are calling people who might
appreciate a friendly chat and check-in during self-isolation.
Contact us if you would like to be added to our call list.

warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au

Email: info@wnh.org.au | Phone: 9844 1839
Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

STAY FOCUSSED
RETAIN YOUR VISION
TRUST US WITH YOUR SIGHT
Contact us for your next spectacles or contact lenses
Ask about our no gap options with extras cover

New opening hours due to COVID-19, see listing above
Ph 9844 4422 warrandyte@eyeson.com.au
Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773

0400 548 468
Call Damien for a quote on 0438 537 773, 9844 2287

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

local reliable experienced
DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TR ANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 8
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.
PORT DOUGLAS By The Beach
100m 2 Self Contained Units Pool
spa 2 bed unit & 1 bed with spa
BBQ area car space. kvanscoy@
tpg.com.au Call 0409 359 240.

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au
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Warrandyte Festival
flame still flickers

By CHERIE MOSELEN
IT WAS WITH a heavy heart last month
that organisers cancelled Warrandyte
Festival for March 2020.
The much-loved celebration joined
Australia’s cancellation queue
when the Morrison Government
recommended non-essential events
with 500+ attendees be cancelled
or postponed due to escalation of
COVID-19.
Warrandyte Festival Committee
released a statement expressing its
disappointment, while it thanked
participants, performers, stallholders,
sponsors, suppliers, service providers,
supporters and volunteers for “having
patience” as the unprecedented
situation unfolded.
Determined to “keep hope alive”,
organisers have met to discuss what a
postponed and revised festival might
look like.
“ We a r e c u r r e n t l y t h i n k i n g

that Warrandyte Festival Mark II
might happen on the weekend of
Saturday, September 12, 2020,” said
a spokesperson from Warrandyte
Festival Committee.
“While there is no certainty that this
can happen, it is uplifting to plan for
the possibility.”
Consideration would be given to
creating a teenage-centric precinct,
featuring Battle of the Bands, street
art and trapeze workshops as the
centrepiece.
It is possible a community stage
might feature the talents of local
you ng e r k i d s, g i v i ng t h e m a n
opportunity to be business savvy with
their market stalls.
The Billy Cart Derby, musical
performances with light shows and
the Film Feast would also feature in
preliminary plans.
“If by September, COVID-19 still
precluded public gatherings, the

likely result is that festival plans will
revert to March 2021 instead,” the
spokesperson said.
Given current global circumstances,
Warrandyte Festival’s weekend of
family fun and community connection
would be a most welcome sight come
September.
Here’s hoping for the best!
Grand Read
Grand Read regular Karen Throssell
has supplied the Diary with a poem
she was planning to recite at the
annual literary event.
Read her poem Messages from Home,
below.
Warrandyte Kinder on parade
Teachers at Warrandyte Kinder gave
the mighty kinder kids an opportunity
to show their Festival colours, inviting
the Diary along to their “parade”
around the kindergarten grounds.

Action photography

Warrandyte Kinder kids on parade

Messages from Home
(Christmas, France, 2019)

How much will it take before they awake?
So many lives, homes. All those trees…
You don’t want to come back — it’s like Armageddon
The horses are safe, I’ll leave tomorrow*

talking images
By BILL McAULEY
ACTION PHOTOGRAPHY is very
exciting; capturing movement
in the world can provide us with
some stunning photos.
There are two ways to convey
movement with your camera.
You can either freeze the image
to capture a moment in time or
take a blurred or “moved” image
to give the impression of action.
If you wish to freeze the action
you will need to use a fast shutter
speed of around 1000th/sec and
also set your camera to a fast ISO
rating such as 400 ISO.
This will freeze the action of a
dog running or a footballer taking
a mark really well.
If you don’t wish to set your
shutter speed manually you can
set your camera to “sports mode”.
The best way to follow your
moving subject is to “pan” or
move your camera in the same
direction that your subject is
moving.
Good panning takes practise
and I suggest you stand by the side
of a road and pan with the cars
speeding past, also try to follow
your dog by panning when it runs
around the local footy ground.
The other alternative to convey
movement is to shoot a moving
subject using a slow shutter speed
of around 60th/sec.
This blurring effect, the opposite
of freezing the action will convey
movement effectively and often
gives the impression of an “artier”
shot.
Panning is important with this
technique too!
Another way to give the
impression of movement is to
place your camera on a tripod and
shoot a time exposure of around 3
seconds.
This is a great way to shoot
moving water such as a waterfall
or the rapids of a river.
The trees and rocks will be still,
but the water will be beautifully
blurred with great artistic effect.
Now you know how to set up
your camera for some great
action shots, I will show you some
examples on this page.
Good luck with shooting your
action pics.
Next edition we will explore
portraiture.

Photo: SANDI MILLER

33 lives, 10 million hectares — a billion animals (so far…)
A terrible day — 43 and a northerly
I’ll go to the coast where I’m sure I’ll be safe
App’s going bonkers — trees down everywhere
A horror day, 38 and it’s still bloody night-time
Now there’s no power — no phone, no contact
App’s going bonkers — fires everywhere
30,000 evacuated from Gippsland
There’ll be no contact — just know I’m ok
It really looked like we might lose the house
4,000 campers moved to the beach
Canberra’s air is the worst in the world
Toad falls backwards in a promo shoot for Wind in the Willows.
1000th/sec at F5.6 with 400 ISO setting.
The fast shutter speed stops the action perfectly.

For a while it looked like I might lose my house
Those fantastic Firies were able to save it
People can’t breathe — hospitals struggle
Several towns are trucking in water
Those fantastic Firies were able to save us
Scomo is selling our water to China
Several towns have to truck it in
The whole coast’s on fire — they’ve closed off the highway
Scomo is selling our water to China
The navy is coming to rescue the stranded
The whole coast’s on fire — they’ve closed off the highway
It’s so bloody scary — like end of the world
The navy is coming to save Mallacoota
Slomo skipped off for a break in Hawaii
The house is still there — so far so good…
Whole coastal towns wiped off the map
Slomo with lei and hard earned champers
All this destruction — and it’s only just January
Mogo, Cobargo — childhood haunts gone
They say that even atheists are praying

Cassie the Border Collie runs through the water at Taroona Reserve.
Shutter speed 1000th/sec at 2.8 with 800 ISO setting.
The aperture is wide because the dog and background are both black.

All of these fires and they still hold the Fireworks?
Oh god, now the road from my refuge has gone…
They say that even atheists are praying
Slomo tells us to enjoy the cricket
Enough of this! I just want my life back
Mural mocking him makes thousands for Firies
Scummo tells us to enjoy the cricket
Gridlock on highways as they all try to leave
Sendup of Scummo raises thousands for Firies
You have no idea of what it’s been like…
Gridlock on highways as they all try to leave
So many power sub-stations have gone
You have no idea of what it’s been like…
Ash black days and blood red skies
Power outages for the whole of the state
We’ve been on fire for so many months

Moving water at Olinda Falls.
Shutter speed is set for a three-second exposure at F32, ISO 200.
Camera is on a tripod.
The moving water gives an ethereal effect when shot with a super slow
shutter speed.

Ash black days and bleeding skies
Don’t come home — it is Armageddon
These fires have ravaged every state
How blind can they stay — before it’s too late?
—Karen Throssell
*lines in italics are from my sister on the south coast of NSW
Photo: MEREDITH THORNTON
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Forging links with Cape York community
By SANDI MILLER
BEND OF ISLANDS metal artist Tim
Read is collaborating with Eltham
artist Linda MacAulay on a series
of bollards to be installed in the
Cape York Aboriginal Community of
Mapoon.
This is the third set of works that Tim
has been commissioned to install in
the Far North Queensland town.
Tim told the Diary the initial sets
each comprised of six bollards, but the
latest series was much larger, however
there were initially some cultural
expectations to get past.
“The CEO of the Town Council gave
me a call, after seeing my work online,
and she pitched the idea, ‘so this is
what we can do, you create some
artwork and you bring the artwork
up here and we will give you a holiday
and take you fishing’.
“I said that is a lovely idea, but I have
to make a living,” Tim said.
Once the terms were established,

both the artists and clients have
been increasingly happy with the
commission.
“They gave me plenty of ideas
around design for the first and second
sets, but now this lot they have said
‘just do what you want’.”
The first set was installed at the town
entrance, and the new works will be
placed on street corners around town.
Tim said he still hasn’t seen any
photos of where they are installed
up there, but has been told the local
community think they “look fantastic”.
“That is obviously why they keep
coming back.
“They rang to say what can you do
for 20, we would like to buy at least
15… we ended up doing 23, because
I mixed the material up a lot this
time, not all the same height, not all
octagonal, not all round so we just
mixed it up.”
The pieces are made of reclaimed
light pole offcuts, and the pair cut
out the designs using a plasma cutter.

Tim and Linda started collaborating
about four years ago.
“We are always bouncing ideas off
one another,” said Linda.
Initially they each worked in their
own medium on their pieces.
“I would draw it on the material and
Tim would cut it,” Linda said.
However, Tim said it was sometimes
difficult trying to interpret the
drawings.
Linda added: “It is quite hard to see
the drawing while you are working it,
to get a sense of how it all looks, so we
decided it was probably easier for Tim
to teach me how to cut it”.
Tim said that it saved a lot of rework.
“We were essentially doing it twice,
because Linda would put a lot more
detail into the drawing because I
needed to cut it, now she can do a very
rough outline,” he said.
Linda added that this new way of
working allows her to modify the
designs as she goes.
“I have really enjoyed working in a

different medium, and a different way
of thinking because I am a 2D artist
and this is a 3D art form.”
Tim added, “the thing that people
find the most difficult about it, you
can’t just do what you want because
all of it needs to be held in — so you
have to do it like a stencil, because
there is always a connection back in
every spot”.
Linda brings an understanding of
Indigenous culture to the project, as
she has an extensive experience as
an artist in residence in Indigenous
communities across Australia.
Tim said they made sure that they
worked in Indigenous style and
incorporated elements into the pieces.
“The first time they sent me a
local Indigenous artists work and
permission to interpret that onto the
bollards in whatever way, and that was
so much fun and a huge privilege.”
He said it has pushed him to explore
more Indigenous art.
“When we do a project like this and it

makes me realise how easy it is for me
to get locked into a particular pattern
and style and repeat that same thing
that people are buying, where as we
stand back and look at this and say
we need to up our game.
“There is so much more that we can
do, and some of the designs that we
have done this time we will do again
now for our own stock,” he said.
Tim was going to travel to Mapoon
to see the works installed, however
while the artworks will still get to
their destination, the recent travel
restrictions will see his trip delayed.
“Each time I have worked for them,
they know I am a fisherman and they
keep trying to talk me into coming
up — there is great fishing — we said
no because it is a long way and it is
expensive, but we decided with that
lot we would go in May, but that has
now been cancelled of course, which
is a real shame, but we will go next
year, at a similar time.”

Connecting with our artists in a disconnected world
By SANDI MILLER
THE ARTISTS of the Nillumbik Artist
Open Studios program are taking
their studios online.
The artists originally planned
to open their studio doors for the
weekend of May 2 – 3, but due to the
restrictions around COVID-19, the
artists will be displaying their works
in a special online space.
The online store is open now with
a small selection of works, but will
be expanded over the coming weeks.
Founders of the program, Ona
Henderson and Syd Tunn have been
part of the program since 1983.
“We initially thought we could
postpone and then we thought, no
it has to be a cancellation, because
everyone is saying this will go on for
months”.
Program Coordinator and potter,
Annette Nobe said going online is
something that many organisations
have been embracing.
“I have worked in the IT industry in
the past, and many businesses will be
able to survive with the use of digital

platforms,” she said.
In light of the recent success of the
Artists Open Studios weekends, Bend
of Islands artist Tim Read said the
cancellation of the studio openings
was inescapable.
“Unfortunately, [the open weekend]
is the ideal way for the disease to
spread, so [the cancellation] is a good
move.”
All of the participating artists will
be initially submitting three works to
the online site, with works available
for pickup or delivery from studios.
The website will also incorporate
video messages from the artists and a
virtual look inside some of the studios.
The program is also cancelling many
of the workshops and classes that are
normally run by the artists, and most
artists have cancelled their private art
classes as well.
However, many of the artists say
they will be able to use their time in
isolation effectively.
Artist Linda MacAuley said her
classes being cancelled has allowed
for a creative space to open up.

“It gives you space to do whatever
you like — it opens you up to other
opportunities,” Linda said.
Glass Artist Jacquie Hacansson
said that she is enjoying the time in
self-isolation in her studio, and has
already started to be very prolific.
“It is wonderful to be able to sit and
create without interruption from the
outside world,” she said.
Metal artist Mel Rayski-Mati said
that the Artist Open Studios program
has allowed for many collaborations
between artists and doesn’t see
this changing under the current
restrictions.
There are many wonderful works on
display on the Nillumbik Artist Open
Studios website, and there is likely to
be a large outpouring of new works
from artists when isolation is lifted.
This will ensure November’s Artist
Open Studios will be bigger and better
than ever.
Find all 38 of the
Nillumbik artists at:
artistsopenstudios.com
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A Spirit Festival in Mawlamyine, Myanmar

By ADRIAN RICE
IT WAS A CLEAR, peaceful, and
pleasantly cool evening as we rode our
motorbike home down our favourite
road; along the ridge lined with
monasteries, pagodas and colonial
era mansions that separates the river
Thanlwin, from the chaos of the bus
and rail stations — then we heard
the drums.
It’s not unusual to hear drums in
Mawlamyine — festivals at temples
and pagodas involving community
worship and donations are frequent,
except this drumming was different
—forceful and mesmeric, emanating
from a crowded pagoda, so we
skidded up to the kerb and climbed
the steps to the pagoda.
There was a lively and colourfully
dressed throng and a lay preacher,
with his assistants dressed in
maroon longyis (sarongs), who were
controlling an expectant congregation
and conducting an ancient ceremony.
We pushed through to find a man
impersonating a dog, “walking” on
hands and knees, shaking his head,
occasionally picking up pieces of fruit
and tossing them aside, then drinking
water from a bowl on the floor.
Now we had seen many unique and
very different things in Myanmar —
this was my 20th visit, however this
was something altogether really very
different; weird, a little discomfiting,
strangely primeval and, as we were
to find, the dog impersonation was a
precursor to the main event.
We had stumbled on a Nat Pwe — a
Spirit Festival.
95 per cent of the population
follow Theravada Buddhism — it is
a significant part of everyone’s daily
lives.
But, what is less obvious to the
casual observer is the role of the
Nats, the spirits that were officially
incorporated into the religion by King
Anawratha, roughly a millennium
ago.
There are hundreds, if not
thousands, of Nats, usually the spirits

of mortals who met a gruesome end,
and which inhabit forests, hills, rivers
and villages.
However, only 37 are officially part
of the local approach to Buddhism
— and they need to be regularly
appeased.
Nats like a smoke and a drink, they
love loud music and frenetic dance
so a Nat Pwe will always appear like
a drunken party, especially to the
aforementioned casual observer.
If you were to stay and watch for
a while, observe over a few days,
you would see patterns emerge: the
drinking (by some), chanting, music,
the possession, the dances, and
offerings all take on a sense of ritual.
Local worshippers welcome
foreigners taking an interest and
if you’re lucky someone will have
enough English to give you a rough
explanation as the spectacle unfolds.
A Nat Kadaw (spirit medium) or a
shaman usually takes control of the
ceremony.
The Nat Kadaws are often
transsexual — somehow the “space”
occupied by spirits aligns with
that “belonging” to transsexuals in
Myanmar society, providing both
acceptance and a living.
They are elaborately attired and able
to rouse and summon the Nats, going
into a trance during which time, in a
moment of calm, they are also able
to tell fortunes and accept monetary
gifts — strictly proportionate to the
wealth of the attendees.
Then the new friend who was, a
moment ago, by your side, describing
the scene begins to quake and shake
and supplicates to the floor, hands
clasped to their forehead; the Nat
Kadaw notices and orders the person
be guided to the floor.
The now fully possessed worshipper
leaps to their feet and begins to dance,
uncontrollably at first but then in
rhythm to the music — an assistant
ties a string around their waist — to
hold up their longyi and the possessed
dances increasingly quickly until they
collapse in dizzy exhaustion.

Assistants move around the floor
— sometimes just a tarpaulin laid
on bare earth — and they join in
the dance but remain alert to assist
the possessed — holding them in a
protective embrace lest their dancing
become too manic, or preventing
them from colliding with each other
or the altar of offerings — flowers,
fruit, ciggies, coconuts and bottles of
Mandalay rum.
The band plays more urgently, the
drummers — five of them, are playing
out of their skins and the oboe player’s
cheeks are fit to burst; the dancers
whirl feverishly before their legs
fold beneath them and they are half
dragged, staggering to the edge of
the platform.
The possessed dancers are gently
helped out of their trance with a
waft of smelling salts and led before
a seated monk who offers a simple
blessing, then it’s back to their friends
and a chat about the weather before
heading home.
One simple, golden rule about
travelling in Myanmar: whatever
the hour, always follow the sound of
drums — they’ll draw you to places
that rarely appear on tour itineraries
— and try to coincide with a full
moon, because that’s when the magic
happens.
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The holiday is over, but the journey has just begun
By NAOMI SHIPPEN
THE MAN at the airport gives me a
hard stare over the top of his gauzy
mask.
He puts his hands on his little boy’s
shoulders and ushers him to the next
bank of seats in the transit lounge.
I had just had a bit of a sniffle and
wiped my nose with a tissue, now I
feel like a criminal.
There were people who questioned
our decision to go on our overseas
holiday, and we had our doubts
ourselves.
But everything was booked and
paid for.
With no definitive travel bans, we
would not get a refund on flights or
accommodation and would miss out
on the trip we had planned for so long.
With hardly anyone at Tullamarine
Airport, we get through check in,
customs and immigration very
quickly.
I tell myself that people are only
travelling if they really must and that
the media have been making too
much of COVID-19.
They would close all the boarders if
it was really that bad.
But my skin is cold and tingly and
there is a lump in the pit of my
stomach.
We make a stop in Singapore and
Penang before we land in Fukuoka,
Japan, for the main part of our holiday.
All the airport staff are wearing
masks and we are filmed by thermal
imaging cameras in Changi Airport
and have infrared thermometers
pointed at us in Penang.
Large bottles of hand sanitiser
sit prominently at hotel receptions
and the staff take our temperature
whenever we come and go.
The streets of Penang are deserted,
with rows of empty rickshaws lining
the pavements.
I don’t feel like sightseeing and I

avoid the hotel pool.
I am relieved to leave the oppressive
heat of Penang for the cooler weather
of Japan.
Our hotel in Fukuoka is a short walk
to the city centre, and we choose a
restaurant with a menu written in
English.
We order from a set menu and
the waitress brings us colourful and
aromatic dishes that make my mouth
water.
Coming in from the cold night
air, the miso soup is warm and
comforting and the succulent, spicy
dishes dissolve on my tongue.
With full bellies, we stroll hand in
hand through the night, looking out
for the bright neon sign we had picked
out for a landmark.
Back at the hotel, I flop on the bed,
satisfied and ready for sleep.
On the bedside table where I had left
it, my phone starts to beep.
I reach over to see a message from
my sister with a link to a newspaper
article:
DFAT says Australian travellers
who want to return home should do
so ASAP
Shocked, I put the phone back on
the table.
I didn’t want to return home, I
wasn’t ready.
The best part of the trip hadn’t even
started, the part when we got out
of the city and explored the natural
beauty of Japan.
I had only seen the coastline from
the window of the train, I had not
walked along it.
I had not breathed the mountain air,
only seen the peaks in the distance
I had not eased my weary body into
the reviving waters of the onsen.
And most of all, I had not seen the
blossoms — the blossoms that were
coming out early, just in time for
our trip.

Wilfully ignoring the message, I
close my eyes and go to sleep.
The next morning, my husband is at
the computer, rebooking our flights to
return home.
Not able to get onto the airline, we
must buy new tickets.
With no direct route available, we
have a six-leg journey over the next
two days.
In the weeks leading up to our trip, I
had heard an interview with a woman
who had been holidaying in Wuhan.
Caught out by the COVID-19
outbreak, she and her young children
had been quarantined in their room
for an indefinite period.
The woman spoke about how
difficult it was for her, to be holed
up in the hotel room with three preschool children and the difficulties
of keeping them all in good spirits
while dealing with the logistical and
financial difficulties of meeting all
their needs.
“Too bad,” I had thought at the time,
‘it’s for the greater good, so just put
up with it.”
But I was not the one holed up in a
hotel room with three pre-schoolers.
I was not the one who didn’t know
how or when I could get back home.
I was not the one worried about how
long the money would hold out.
The news from Australia talks
about shortages, unemployment and
impending recession.
The mood is fearful and interspersed
by outbreaks of aggression.
Screaming matches erupt over toilet
paper and a man pulled a knife on
someone at my local supermarket.
It seems so different to the attitude
here in Japan, where people put on
their masks, wash their hands and
carry on.
However, I let out a sigh of relief
when we arrive at Cairns Airport.
The airport staff are kind and
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friendly and we don’t have to show
our passports all the time.
We board a plane full of people with
suntans in breezy summer clothes,
who all look as though they have had
a good holiday.
I wonder if they realise that it’s
colder in Melbourne, and if they
thought to bring something warm to
wear when they get off the plane.
But it looks like they are all still in

holiday mode, and don’t realise that
the holiday is over.
We arrive home to 14 days of
government mandated quarantine,
which provides me with an excuse to
retreat from the chaos of the outside
world.
Like the musicians playing on the
deck of the Titanic, I shut myself away
and work on my novel, ignoring the
disease-ridden wolf lurking at the
door.

Battle stations

Carolyn’s
Travel Tips
CLIENT P HEADED off happily on her
holiday to the Maldives.
At that time the borders were open,
Singapore Airlines were operating
three flights per day, and there were
no Coronavirus cases on the island she
was heading to.
Wow how things can change — fast
forward just two days.
We, her travel agent, are advised that
the resort will close, so we immediately
book P on flights home.
As she packs her bag, we receive
notification that the flight has been
cancelled.
Unpack and wait for tonight.
As she again packs her bag, she is
notified that a staff member is ill and
has to be tested for COVID-19, the
resort is in lockdown.
Unpack and wait for tomorrow.
At the same time, we are watching
the airports close around her and
windows of opportunity disappearing.
Within 24 hours travel via Singapore,
Dubai, Abu Dhabi and elsewhere in
Asia becomes impossible.
Whilst I can think of worse places to
be stranded, the Maldives are not ideal
when the resort is closed and you really
need to get home.
We continue to work to secure her a
safe passage.

Flight cancellations and limited
av a i l a b i l i t y s e e o p p o r t u n i t i e s
disappear before our eyes.
It is simply not an option to send a
young lady on her own via the Middle
East with over 24 hours in transit and
the possibility of getting stuck.
It is not an option to wait until
early April when possibly Sri Lankan
Airlines might resume services.
We have to find a way.
Up pops a Qatar Airways flight from
Malé to Perth via Doha for tonight.
It offers a safe connection and just
one seat left.
Is this too good to be true?
We grab it.
Damn, there is no fare we can use to
issue a ticket here in Australia.
Without a ticket, the booking keeps
cancelling, we keep reinstating it — we
simply can’t afford to lose this seat.
Time is against us, we keep working
on it.
At the eleventh hour, our colleagues
on the other side of the world come
through with the goods.
Ticket is issued, she’s coming home
— our job is done!
As most people have been preparing
to bunker down to wait out this
COVID-19 crisis, at Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise we are frantically busy
rescheduling, rebooking and securing
our clients safe passages home from far
corners of the earth.
We are proud to advise they are all
home safely.
Stay well everyone!
Carolyn Allen is the owner of
Warrandyte Travel and Cruise
Warrandyte Travel and Cruise has
closed its doors for the time being.
Carolyn and the team look forward
to planning your future holidays
when life returns to normal.
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Walk with the animals
By TRACEY MAILE

ANIMALS HAVE a special place at
Warrandyte Primary School.
Term One’s science programme was
all about Biology and students learnt
through interactions with the school’s
pets.
It all began with the new Prep students
who were learning about the essentials
of life for living creatures as part of their
Pet Care unit of study.
They have already discovered the
importance of food, water and shelter
for the school’s guineapigs —Monte and
Carlo — who live in very comfortable
quarters in the school’s new STEM
(Science Technology Engineering and
Maths) room, adjacent to the Prep
classroom.
Grade 1 and 2 students have been
studying different life cycles, and
have already experienced the thrill
of watching a caterpillar create its
chrysalis, right before their eyes in only
10 minutes, metamorphosing into an
impressive Monarch butterfly just 15
days later.
The butterfly was released outside
shortly after it emerged, but it seems
to be reluctant to leave home entirely
(not unlike some human young adults
according to some of the teachers
— possibly speaking from personal
experience).
Students have spotted the butterfly
several times since, fluttering around
the school’s old stone building. Maths/
Science specialist teacher, Jenny
McDonell explained the value of giving
students the opportunity to watch the
full life cycle of the Monarch butterfly
at school.
“Students were able to see the
transformation from egg stage through
to the lar vae (caterpillar), pupa
(chrysalis) and then finally the adult
butterfly.
“It will stick in their memories far

more effectively than just talking them
through the stages or showing them
photos or a video.
“It was so exciting to be able to watch
what was really a rapid formation of
the chrysalis.
“As one of the students said, ‘it was like
watching someone gradually wriggling
into a tight sleeping bag up and over
their body until it completely covered
their head as well’”, said Ms McDonell.
G ra d e 3 a n d 4 stu d e nt s have
been consolidating what they have
already learnt about animal and
plant classification, and are currently
involved in a programme through
Melbourne Zoo to raise goliath stick
insects.
The association between Melbourne
Zoo, Melbourne University and
Warrandyte Primary School started a
number of years ago, when the school
was involved in a programme to help
bring the Lord Howe Island stick insects
back from the brink of extinction.
“It was a very powerful lesson for our
students to learn how the Lord Howe
stick insects were thought to be extinct
in the early 1900s.
“Then in 2001, just 24 remaining
insects were discovered on the volcanic
outcrop known as Ball’s Pyramid.
“Melbourne Zoo received a breeding
pair from that 2001 group of 24, and
from that pair, the zoo subsequently
partnered with schools to help nurture
these insects from egg to adult,
including Warrandyte Primary.
“Our current stick insects from the zoo
are a different variety, but our students
have learnt all about endangered
and extinct animals as part of the
programme, and have also learnt about
why a suitable diet, water and living
conditions are absolutely essential for
survival.
“These amazing animals get their
water through the plants they consume,
so the enclosures must be sprayed

with water every day, and we have
to be particularly vigilant during hot
weather”, she said.
Tony the Turtle has been in residence
at the school for several years now,
and students have discovered that the
school’s resident amphibian breathes
air, but lives both on land and in water.
Providing him with an ideal amphibian
environment is an important concern,
with discussion about Tony’s body
temperature regulation and the need
to measure his tank water temperature
every day to ensure he has an optimum
living environment.
The school’s Grade 6 Animal Welfare
Leaders (Maddie, Nell, Ava and Myles)
also provide Tony with the chance to
get some exercise out of his tank several
times a week.
Grade 5/6 students have been looking
into the growth of micro organisms,
such as yeast, but the care of the
school’s resident pets is an important
focus for the senior students at the
school too.
“Some students don’t have pets at
home, so school pets are a wonderful
opportunity for them to be involved
with animal management.
“Anyone can sign up to take the
guineapigs home on weekends, if their
parents agree.
“One of our grades recently voted for
a fish tank with goldfish as class pets,
and we’ve noticed that this gives the
classroom a lovely calming atmosphere.
“We’ve found all sorts of benefits in
having the pets at school.
“When it comes to recording and
monitoring Tony the Turtle’s tank
temperature, for example, students
were able to relate maths measurement
to real life situations,” said Ms McDonell.
Warrandyte Primary School’s pets
provide a wonderful educational
opportunity for students to learn how
to care for animals as well as learn
practically about the natural world.

Tech Crew lead the way Pastoral care
By AMANDA CALLAWAY
FOSTERING LEADERSHIP qualities
and promoting student voice are high
priority at Anderson’s Creek Primary
School (ACPS).
Amongst the many leadership
opportunities for senior students are
the technology leaders, known as The
Tech Crew.
Daniel, Will and Ryan are leading
the way, using their expertise to share
the latest technologies with other
interested students.
In preparation for their leadership
role, the boys demonstrated their
interest in technology through a
speech to their teachers and peers,
which highlighted their knowledge
and experience in this field.
Most importantly, it was through
their active involvement and initiative
shown in technical projects over a
period of time, which earned them
the responsibility.
The Tech Crew assist with many
technical roles across the school.
Ry a n e x p l a i n s, “ w e h e l p a t
assemblies controlling the audio and
the slides on the projector”.
Daneil adds, “we also run a small
recording studio where students can
record and share their work via a
school podcast”.
Will talks about their Friday
lunchtime Tech Club.
“This is one of our biggest roles, it is
a chance for us to teach other students
about how computers work, as well as
things like robotics and coding.”
Anderson’s Creek has increased
their number of lunch clubs to involve
many students in a range of different
interests.
The Tech Club has proven to be a
great success and is popular amongst
the students.
One of the highlights has been the
use of robotics.
T h a n k s t o t h e Wa r r a n d y t e
Community Bank, and their generous
grant to purchase robotics for the
school, ACPS has introduced the

students to Spheros.
The Tech Crew have extensive
knowledge about these robots and
have enjoyed sharing their knowledge
with others.
Ryan, Will and Daniel are passionate
about their role and have an action
plan for 2020.

The boys are looking forward to
continuing to teach their fellow
students more about technology,
assisting with maintenance and
cleaning of the equipment and
hopefully introducing Novation
Launchpad, which is a DJ tool to work
with sound effects.

BY LEANNE ZAMMIT
YEAR 10 LEADER &
PEER SUPPORT COORDINATOR
PASTORAL CARE is a priority at
Warrandyte High School.
The school’s Peer Support Program
is one avenue through which it
provides pastoral care for Year 7
students.
A select group of Year 10 volunteers
are trained for this mentoring role.
It is like the Year 7s have a “go to” big
brother or sister in Year 10.
The peer support Year 10 group for
2020 recently completed a training
program with Youth Development
Worker, Kate Wilde.
Following this, the Year 10s planned
and executed the annual Year 7 Clans
Day (this is a fun-filled, activity-based
day aimed at strengthening ties with
the Year 7 students).
I think Clans Day ran really well, for
both the Year 10s and Year 7s.
I felt like the training was really
helpful, and assisted us in overcoming
any difficulties we faced.
As a team, we learnt a lot about
each other and how we work, as well
as learning a lot about the Year 7s!
It was a really good day to be a part
of and it was heaps of fun.
My favourite part was learning more

about my classmates and the Year 7
students.
—Jessica Wellington
Year 10 Peer Support Leader
The training was very nice and fun.
As a peer support leader I felt very
comfortable helping the Year 7s.
I think the peer support made them
feel more comfortable to participate
in activities.
The Year 7s are very funny, quiet but
at the same time, very active.
They were always ready to help their
teammates in the games we played.
I think that if they learn what it
means to help people who need help
they will grow in a better way and find
life easier.
—Tomasso Rossi,
Year 10 Peer Support Leader
Furthermore, Year 10 students
Lucas Gillard-Goode, Brandon Robb,
Tomasso Ross, Hayden, Elih Anitonia
and Hamish McKinnon participated in
a Year 7 Sport Education class.
Here they assisted the teacher in the
running of the classroom program and
got involved with the kids to make the
lesson a really fun one.
Peer support leaders will be featuring
in a range of Year 7 classes throughout
the year to further strengthen their
mentoring/big buddy role.

Back row: Lucas Gillard-Goode, Brandon Robb, Tomasso Rossi, Hayden Stark
Front Row: Emily Myers, Jessica Wellington, Molly Sizer
Absent: Elih Anitonia, Hamish McKinnon
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Tips for parents transitioning to learning from home
education
By NIETA MANSER
COVID-19 HAS forced us all to think
about how we deliver education to
students within their home.
With students and teachers
transitioning into home learning,
there are some things parents can do to
assist in ensuring their child maintains
a structured yet engaging learning
experience from the confines of their
living room.
There are many questions raised
from this unique situation we find
ourselves in and, at the core of it all, is
how are we going to deliver education?
Teachers have had to work quickly to
create virtual classrooms and upskill
staff and students on how to access
suites such as Google Classroom,

WebEx or Microsoft Teams.
No doubt they will provide a rich set
of resources for your child and work
closely with the students and parents.
Below are some tips for resources
and ideas that could compliment
what your school puts into place
should schools need to deliver online
learning.
From the Victorian Department
of Education there is a full suite
of learning that can be used on all
areas of the Mathematics Victorian
Curriculum.
The Mathematics Curriculum
Companion offers lessons, activities,
and games for all levels of learning,
and is a great place to go to cover
specific topics.
However, this Companion has been
designed as a teacher tool rather than
a parent friendly website and may
require you to be patient as you learn
to navigate around it.

STEM girls are great
By CLAIRE BLOOM,
WHS CAREERS LEADER
EARLY IN MARCH, a small group
of Year 10 and 11 Warrandyte High
School girls participated in a funfilled day as part of the International
Women’s Day celebration, sponsored
by public transport operator, Metro.
As one of only a small number of
schools involved, Warrandyte High
students (Molly, Verity, Emma, May
and Sophia) attended the program
in the historic Myer Mural Hall.
Ba s e d o n p ro m o t i ng ST E M
(Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths) as a future career choice
for girls, students were divided into
teams and worked with an engineer
and female employees from a wide
variety of occupations within Metro.

The challenge was to design,
budget to purchase resources, and
construct a strong, environmentally
friendly and aesthetically pleasing
bridge.
It was a hectic, but fun time for
over 300 women (and a few men)
as we all pitched in to complete the
challenge.
One of our students (Emma) was
part of the team whose bridge came
runners up in bearing a massive 36
kilograms of weight, and another,
(Verity) was part of the team that won
the award for Best Collaboration.
All our girls did us proud as they
rolled up their sleeves and got
involved in a challenging task,
working with people they had not
met before.

Step-by-step Numeracy lessons can
be offered via the Kahn Academy
website.
This is a free resource and whilst
its origin as a platform to teach
Numeracy, it has expanded into much
more including Science and Coding.
With a language translation function,
this sight will be able to work through
maths topics and build upon skills via
a brief and concise video, followed by
the practice questions and quizzes.
Students progress through the
continuum as they successfully
complete each quiz.
There is now also a Kids Kahn
Academy that offers lessons and
games with a literacy and numeracy
focus.
Kids Kahn is targeted to teach ages
2–7 years and is also free for all to
access.
When it comes to reading, the
best thing you can do is ensure your

child has access to rich literature that
inspires them to read.
Epic is a website that provides access
to hundreds of books for students to
read.
Many schools have signed their
classes up to be part of this resource,
but if they haven’t used this, parents
can register for a trial.
Make sure that for junior years your
child gets an opportunity to read aloud
and practice their fluency.
Writing can often be met with
opposition from students because they
want ownership on what they write,
rather than being told what to write.
So a good range of prompts and ideas
is always handy to have ready.
Pobble is a writing prompts site from
the UK and has hundreds of fantastic
prompts to access for free.
Students need an opportunity to
practice sustained writing each day
to build their skills and for many the

story starter for each of these graphics
will help them get started and also has
quick grammar lessons attached.
The New York Times has a writing
prompt section on its website that
offers great writing ideas and prompts
for older students.
It’s important to remember that there
is no “one size fits all” when planning
for home learning, just as is the case in
a traditional classroom environment.
What remains the same is the need
to find engaging ways to assist students
to participate.
We are very fortunate to have
access to many great online learning
resources.
bit.ly/wdprompts
www.getepic.com
www.pobble365.com
fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource
www.khanacademy.org
khankids.zendesk.com
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Grassroots sport impacted by COVID-19
By JOSH HUNTLY
LOCAL SPORT has been thrown into
turmoil after the on-going spread
of COVID-19 forced the hand of
Warrandyte’s sporting community.
The Basketball, Football, Cricket
and Netball clubs all experienced
postponements and cancellations as
local leagues put their competitions
on hold.
Warrandyte Basketball Association’s
fixtures were the first to be postponed
on March 14, following Basketball
Victoria’s decision to suspend league
play until further notice (see story
below).
However, that would not be the

sole extent of disrupted activities in
Warrandyte.
On March 16, the decision was made
to suspend Warrandyte Football Clubs
training sessions and practise matches,
leading to the cancellation of the Bloods
fixture against Endeavour Hills.
The clubs pre-season preparations
were next to come to a grinding halt
on March 23, as the Eastern Football
League, in conjunction with other
major metropolitan associations,
decided to delay the start of the 2020
season to May 31.
The season was due to commence on
April 18 against Ferntree Gully.
It’s unclear what the future holds for

the Division 3 season but it looks more
likely by the day that a protracted season
could be on the cards, but Warrandyte
President Jason Smith is hopeful to
recommence at a safe juncture later in
the year, ruing the momentum lost after
a strong pre-season.
“As the COVID-19 situation evolves at
a rapid rate, we continue to work closely
with the EDNL and AFL to ensure
the health and safety of our players,
coaches, volunteers and spectators,”
he said.
“The impact has seen the players
continue to keep up their fitness at an
individual level but lose the momentum
of what looked to be an exciting and

A great summer season

spotlight on
By BRIONY WYLDE
WHILE T H E countr y fights the
Coronavirus pandemic, the basketball
world has come to a halt.
Following the advice of Government
officials, Basketball Australia along
with Basketball Victoria made the
decision on Friday, March 14, to cease
all current competitions, trainings and
clinics or specialist programs until
further notice.
For the Warrandyte Basketball
Association (WBA), this saw the
end of the Eastern Districts Junior
Basketball Association 2019/2020
Summer Season, right in the midst of
the Finals series.
Back on Saturday, February 29, an
epic 38 of the Warrandyte Redbacks
50 teams represented the club in what
was to be their last game of the summer
season in a Qualifying or Elimination
Final.
From these 38 teams, nine teams
advanced straight through to the Grand
Final with 18 more due to play off in

Preliminary Finals that just wasn’t
to be.
In the week that followed, the EDJBA
made the decision following the
guidelines of the government, to cancel
the remainder of summer season.
They also decided to recognise all
of the teams that qualified straight
through to the Grand Final.
So WBA would like to take this
opportunity to announce and
congratulate these Redbacks teams for
their achievements in advancing to the
EDJBA Summer 2019/2020 Grand Final
• Under 8.1 Boys coached by
Sarah Sampimon
• Under 12.1 Boys coached by
Luke Thompson
• Under 12.7 Boys coached by
Keanu Anitonia
• Under 16.2 Boys coached by
Shay Ram
• Under 18.2 Boys coached by
Dale Leeson
• Under 8.1 Girls coached by
John Rogan
• Under 8.2 Girls coached by
Bryn Townsend
• Under 10.2 Girls coached
by Leanne Whitmore

• Under 20.1 Girls coached by
Mollie Booth
WBA is aware that many other
teams would have also shared this
limelight had they had the opportunity
to play their Preliminary Final, and
wish to send a big shout out to the
entire Redbacks community on
their development and hard work
throughout the season.
WBA is in the process of producing
the Redbacks Presentation for our
members to access online, so keep an
eye out for the announcement of this
via our Facebook page.
Also featuring on the Facebook page
are some very handy home training
sessions with more to come.
WBA encourage the players to take
advantage of these as it is a great way
to keep the skill set up and a ball in the
hand while we are out of action.
As we live in the world of the unknown
at the moment, please be assured WBA
volunteer committee members are
working behind the scenes to ensure
the club is ready to come back bigger
and stronger once our country is
given the all clear to resume life as we
know it.

competitive 2020 season.
“The 2020 football season has certainly
taken a different turn of events on what
would normally be the approaching
first round within the EDNL.
“As the new president this year it
has been exciting to see the players
new and existing evolve through preseason training and preparation since
late 2019.
“As a club we do look forward to a
season start when suitable and the
support from our amazing sponsors,
spectators and wider community.”
March 17 saw a premature, and
bizarre, end of Warrandyte Cricket
Club’s season, after Cricket Australia

recommended all community cricket
be postponed, just a week before the
RDCA deciders
The club was set to be well represented
on Grand Final day after the 2nd, 3rd
and 4th XI found themselves the first
teams into their respective Grade
deciders.
See story on Page 23 to read about
how Coronavirus picked the winners
and losers of the 2019/2020 Cricket
season.
Te n n i s A u s t r a l i a s h u t d o w n
competition on March 23 (see below).
Netball Victoria made the decision to
postpone the local season until May 31.

Game, set, lock the gate
By TONY HONEYBORNE
WITH COVID-19 restrictions
becoming tougher by the day, the
Eastern Region Tennis Association
just managed to complete the
summer season Grand Finals
before a total ban was introduced
by Tennis Australia/Victoria and
Manningham Council.
No flags for Warrandyte this
season with all qualifying teams,
both Junior and Senior knocked out
in the semis.
Teams have been submitted for
the winter season due to start the
week after Easter and provisional
grading has been completed, but
exactly when the club will get back
to tennis is anyone’s guess.
The Lilydale and District Night
Tennis Association (L&DNTA),
which makes up much of the midweek play at the club, was forced to
abandon their season three week
short of Finals.
On March 19, the association
announced they would play until
the end of term, which incorporated
Round 8.
H o w e v e r, w h e n Te n n i s
administration closed the door

on play on March 23, the club
abandoned its 10 round home and
away season at Round 7.
With player numbers down
significantly and many teams
opting to forfeit their matches as
the virus began to close down the
country, the L&DNTA decided to
plan for a rebooted competition,
scheduled, hopefully, to begin at
the end of August.
Coaching ran until the end of
school term, with the last squad
training on March 23, but has now
been suspended, with Head Coach
Craig Haslam optimistic of a return
in Term 2, however it is doubtful the
bans will be lifted for many weeks.
Social play was banned on March
26, with the club locking the court
gates for the foreseeable future.
One silver lining to the cloud may
well be that the proposed Council
upgrading works to the pavilion
and deck that is scheduled for
completion by the end of June,
can proceed without the need for
temporary facilities that would
otherwise have been required
were the usual competition and
coaching routines in play.

Staying fit and healthy in self-isolation

fitness
By CHRIS SHARP
IT IS WITH sadness that I pen this
latest article as I’ve had to close
rivvaPT Personal Training Studio after
nearly 25 years.
Everyday I’ve gone into my studio
overlooking the beautiful Yarra and
thought how lucky I am.
I’ve met so many amazing people
who have become family to me and
will remain lifelong friends.
It is not all doom and gloom as
rivvaPT will rise again once we
overcome this virus.
It has been lots of fun and it will
continue to be in its new form.
Thank you to every one of my clients
I’ve had the privilege to train.
You’ve all influenced me in some
way, and I hope you will continue to
as I learn along the way.
Stay tuned…
Coronavirus looks like it is here to
stay for a while as the number of cases
continues to climb, and the number of
locations affected is widening.

Authorities are getting ready for the
long haul as schools, gyms, bars, and
more businesses are closing for weeks
or more, which makes it tough for
most of us to keep fit whilst we ride
this through.
It appears that the new normal
will be staying at home as much as
possible to avoid public places and
contact with too many people.
This is already a change for people
who are used to attending events and
socialising.
For anyone who is trying to stay calm
and boost their immune systems,
staying at home poses another
challenge: staying active may require
some new routines.
Risk of contracting and
spreading COVID-19
Th e W H O ( Wo r l d He a l t h
Organisation) warns that certain
groups of people are at high risk for
COVID-19 infections, and for more
serious infections that can lead to
hospitalisation and the need for
mechanical ventilation.
These include adults over 65 years,
individuals with lung disease or
asthma, and people with underlying
conditions such as heart disease,
diabetes.
Even if you are not at high risk for
getting a severe case of COVID-19,
there is reason to try to avoid the virus:
to avoid spreading it to others who are
at high risk for complications.
Along with washing your hands
frequently, steps such as eating
well, managing stress, and staying
physically active can support your
immune system to try to lower your
risk of infection.
Physical activity, health,
and COVID-19
Staying active is important under

normal circumstances, as it helps
with weight management, disease
prevention, and mental health.
There are other reasons to stay active
during the COVID-19 outbreak.
Even during social distancing
restrictions, we can find ways to stay
healthy and keep fit.
Keep active
Exercise lifts mood, which is critical
when faced with the challenge of
staying inside and finding alternative
activities to do to substitute for some
of your usual ones.
E xercise also improves your
cholesterol profile and lowers blood
pressure, which can help lower risk
for heart disease.
It also helps you sleep better and
manage stress better, which can
both be difficult when schedules are
disrupted.
Outdoor activities
So what can you do to stay fit if you
are locked out of the gym or are stuck
indoors?
Swimming, team sports, and group
fitness classes at the gym are out of the
question while sheltering in place or
staying at least 1.5 metres away from
others, but there are plenty of other
indoor and outdoor options that you
can do by yourself.
Outdoor activities are safest if you
can stay at least 1.5 metres away from
other people.
Walking, cycling (safely!), and
jogging locally let you get fresh air
without coming into contact with
others.
If you need company, phoning a
friend while exercising can do the
trick.
Plenty of apps now allow many
people to connect at the same time.

Indoor activities
Exercising indoors can be preferable
for reasons such as needing to watch
the kids, avoiding poor weather,
feeling safer in your own home, or
simply preferring indoor activities to
the great outdoors.
If you already have a treadmill,
elliptical, or stationary bike, you are
good to go with your cardio workout.
If you are not yet set up for working
out at home, it is not that difficult to
get started.
Suggestions for workout
options at home, when you do
not have any equipment include:
Aerobics or dancing on your own or
with workout videos.
Alternately, you could do a circuit
workout which might include pushups, squats, front and side lunges,
burpees, calf raises, squats, jumping
jacks, crunches, planks, and any
other exercise you can think of to get
moving.
When doing circuits, a pro tip is
to try and go from one exercise to
another without resting, and you can
alternate more intense ones with less
intense ones to get a break while still
moving.
Yoga and mat pilates
There is some inexpensive
equipment you can purchase that
can help you work out if you want.
R e s i s t a n c e b a n d s, a p a i r o f
dumbbells, or a kettlebell can give
you a good resistance training session
and cost less than $20.
A step platform can give you a more
intense aerobic workout without the
high impact of jumping.
To fight boredom, it can help to
watch the news, a movie, or television
programs while working out.
If you like, there are some streaming

services that let you take exercise
classes live while watching the
instructor online.
There are also services that offer
a variety of exercise classes and
workouts that you can view and
participate in whenever you like.
Breaking up sitting time
Staying at home more may make
it easier to sit around more; on the
couch watching television, while
working from home, and reading or
playing board or card games with
family members.
It is now more than ever that you can
benefit from being aware of sitting for
too long without moving.
Mimicking the office environment
can help increase activity.
For example, instead of walking to
chat with a co-worker or walking to
the break room for coffee as you might
while in the office, you could walk
around the house whilst talking on the
phone to colleagues or before heading
to the kitchen for a drink of water.
Smartphone apps like Lark and
most smartwatches have features to
remind you to move if you have been
sitting for too long.
Setting up your computer at a
standing desk or making a makeshift
standing desk simply by putting the
laptop on a countertop can also allow
you to engage a few more muscles and
move around a bit.
We will get through this.
We will get back to the gym, or play
our chosen sport again.
In the meantime, keep moving,
wash your hands and stay safe.
See you all very soon x
Chris Sharp at rivvaPT is available
for adaptable one-on-one
personal training sessions.
0419 553 058
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WCC’s Under 18s Grand Final thriller
By JOSH HUNTLY
THE MIRACLE on Grass had nothing
on the ending of the Under 18 Grand
Final.
Many in the Warrandyte cricketing
fraternity will remember where they
were on the final ball of the day,
when Halley Simpson’s straight drive
brought up the game-winning four
and a maiden Under 18s Premiership.
A non-result would see first-placed
Nunawading take the title and with
rain forecast for day two of the fixture
it was win or go home.
The feisty Box Hill Reporter decider
had it all.
A s creamer from b eh ind t h e
stumps, a smashed car windshield,
an extraordinary batting collapse and
a nerve-rattled Warrandyte crowd.
The visitors were handed the pink
kookaburra in the twilight match to
get the game underway.
Giant-killers strike hard
with the ball
Warrandyte 7/102
def Nunawading 99
B Haslam 4/8 & 11, B Poole 26 & 2/22,
C Rakuscek 22 & 2/17
Co-captains Brady Poole and Chris
Rakuscek took the new ball and were
faced with locking down Nunawading’s
star batsman; a player who, until the

Grand Final, had averaged 107 for the
season.
Reputations mattered little to Poole.
On the sixth ball of his first over, he
had Nunawading’s star player out for
a duck, trapped LBW to get the innings
off to a flyer.
Va l u a b l e w i c k e t w o u l d b e
understating it.
The score-line quickly read 2/11 after
Rakuscek joined in to claim his first
of the day, caught behind by wicketkeeper Flynn Whetters.
Nunawading recovered with a 58-run
partnership in the middle overs, but
this would be the bulk of their runs for
the innings as Warrandyte’s bowlers
began to up the carnage.
Tom Jackson rolled in and ripped
the partnership in two, taking the
wickets of both batsman very quickly,
to wrench back the momentum.
The 22nd Over took full marks for
pure bowler devastation, courtesy of
Blake Haslam in the first over after
drinks, one the home side would never
recover from.
Ball one saw Haslam’s delivery clatter
into the stumps for an immediate
strike.
Three searing dot balls followed as he
continued to unsettle the opposition.
Ball five caught the outside edge at
pace and looked to be going well past
Flynn Whetters behind the stumps —
until he stuck out the glove to reel in a

one-handed screamer.
Ball six also caught the edge but
Whetters was able to easily drag it in
for Haslam’s third wicket of the over.
A game-changing one.
Poole returned in the 23rd and
claimed a crucial wicket-maiden.
Warrandyte had claimed 4/0 to send
Nunawading tumbling to 8/76.
A mini tail-order resistance at the
end was disrupted by Rakuscek with
a sharp caught and bowled for the
ninth wicket.
Blake Haslam took the honour of
the 10th, finishing with a marquee
performance of 4/8 and helping to
bundle out the opposition for 99.
The equation was now deathly
simple.
With 13 overs to bat and rain on
the horizon for day two, Warrandyte
would need 100 runs on the dot for
Premiership glory, with their batsman
allowed the license to hit.
Ice-man Simpson etches himself
into the history books
The message from Warrandyte’s
skippers was clear.
Go, and go hard.
Harry Brown and Chris Rakuscek
were charged with getting the innings
underway and Brown enthusiastically
swung the bat with vigour to get
Warrandyte off to the perfect start — 11
runs off the first over.

Rakuscek got off the mark with three
runs and Brown crunched one to the
mid-on boundary before he was forced
to depart after being caught.
Blake Haslam took no time settling
in with a couple of boundaries before
he was caught for 11 and Brady Poole
signalled his intentions with a firstball four.
At t h e e n d o f t h e si xt h ove r
Warrandyte found themselves 2/50
with the game well and truly in the
balance.
The two co-captains went to work
and managed to put on a 46-run
partnership.
Controversy reigned as Poole was
seemingly dismissed on a no-ball
and after being re-called proceeded
to launch the only six of the match, a
towering shot straight over the bowlers
head and squarely into the windshield
of Bailey Bowyers car.
Poole was eventually dismissed for
26 off 23 deliveries and with three overs
to go and 22 needed, the intensity was
ramped up to 100.
Max Coutts was sent in to club a few
runs and managed a boundary before
he was dismissed.
Rakuscek departed for an anchoring
22 off 22.
Tom Jackson received a less than
enthusiastic reception to the middle
and he was suddenly dismissed to
reduce Warrandyte to 6/87.

The change to Steve Warr proved
effective after the seasoned veteran
broke through for wicket number one
and suddenly they were underway
at 1/49.
Dropped chances would prove costly
but Stubbs eventually broke through
for the third and the fourth to reign
the score in at 4/127 at the switch of
innings.
Dan Weatherley and Graham Rees
would open the batting for Warrandyte,
and after a slow start proceeded to
a partnership of 55 before Rees was
forced to depart for 17.
Croft and McAlary copped good
deliveries to reduce Warrandyte to
3/78, but Travis Jackson worked with
Weatherley to get them over 100.
In terms of good timing it doesn’t
get much better than Weatherley
raising the bat for a well made fifty in
the Grand Final, his inaugural halfcentury.
Warrandyte resumed the following
day on 3/90, 17 runs behind.
Jackson was dismissed for 12 while
Weatherley departed for a careerbest 71 on the most important day of
them all.
Warr strode to the middle and his
subsequent big hitting display saw
two balls clear the fence, his 62 runs,
along with a quick-fire 17 from Hetal
Patel, moving the score to a total of 204.
Needing to defend 78 runs, it seemed
Warrandyte had left their run too late
as Mooroolbark proceeded to 154
without further loss, until Nathan Croft
broke through to give them hope.
Matthew Quick came into the attack
and managed to elicit an edge through
to Jackson behind the stumps, but at
6/195 it seemed the match was nearing
its end.
Stubbs claimed the seventh wicket
but it wasn’t to be for the Sixes, falling
to a three-wicket defeat.
In an impressive feat however, Steve
Warr would claim best on ground for
his 62 and 2/22.
7th XI Grand Final
Warrandyte 149
def by Croydon North 2/162
G Wa rre n 4 2 , I R a kus c ek 3 0 ,
H Hay 2/2

against an undefeated Croydon North
side playing in a Grade well below their
capabilities, and were valiant in defeat
with the clubs future stars getting a
taste of Grand Final cricket.
Hughes Park would be the site of the
decider and it would be Warrandyte
with first use of the ball.
Young guns Isaac Rakuscek and
Henry Fyfe started well, to keep the
opposition bats honest early.
The Croydon North batsman began
to open up the arms and powered to 74
without loss before the bowling change
to young leggie Hugo Hay.
The change was immediately
effective as Hay prised the first wicket
with a bit more turn sending the
batsman past the ball and Stephen
Grocott completing the stumping.
Hay again bamboozled his opponent
in a carbon copy of his previous wicket
with Grocott again taking the stumps
with the batsman outside his crease
and Croydon North were suddenly
2/75.
Hay’s double strike would prove to
be the only joy the Sevens got during
their bowling innings, unable to break
through for further wickets, as Croydon
finished their first 36 overs 2/162.
Greg Warren and Ethan Padfield
opened up the batting for Warrandyte
and started strongly, leading the
fightback with an opening stand of
64 runs.
Warren was particularly aggressive
with two sixes in his 42 runs but was
the first wicket to fall.
Rob Fyfe joined Padfield but joined
Warren soon after, leaving Warrandyte
suddenly 2/64.
Padfield fought hard at the crease
against tight bowling, but was caught
LBW for a well-made 20, bringing Isaac
Rakuscek to the crease.
Stephen Grocott put in a valuable
11 runs before departing and Henry
Fyfe joined Rakuscek in the middle to
compile a 43-run partnership.
The resistance would unfortunately
end here.
After Rakuscek was dismissed
for an impressive 30 runs at 5/138,
Warrandyte lost 5/11 to finish all out
for 149.
Henry Fyfe battled through to the
end with 21 and despite a hefty Grand
Final defeat, the side were jovial after
an excellent season that gave the club
a glimpse at its future stars.

By JOSH HUNTLY
VICE-PRESIDENT and assistant
coach of the Warrandyte Cricket Club
at just 21 years of age, Luke Killey’s
contributions to the organisation
have not gone unnoticed.
At Cricket Victoria’s annual A Sport
For All awards, the clubs finest young
leader took out Volunteer of the Year
at the 2020 awards.
The awards recognise cricketing
excellence in the grassroots game
and Warrandyte has shone in that
regard, with Killey’s influence part
of propelling the club into its next
golden age of cricket.
Not just the raking left-arm spearhead of the 1st XI, Killey’s work
behind the scenes has helped lay the
foundations of a prosperous longterm future for his club based on
inclusivity of all at the club.
He is helping bring in a new era
of inclusivity at WCC, but for the
man they affectionately refer to as
“Stretcha”, he’s just happy to help
his club.
“It’s nice to be recognised,” he said.
“I’m always happy to help around

Tom Heffernan came in and with
no hesitation launched a valuable
boundary to cow corner, but his
subsequent dismissal on the second
ball of the final over left the score at
7/92.
Eight runs to win, Halley Simpson
and Gus Ramsdale at the crease.
A ghostly Warrandyte crowd couldn’t
take it.
Several were on their haunches, but
they needn’t have worried.
Simpson’s first ball was dispatched
for four runs.
He played the fourth ball of the over
for two runs.
Two runs needed for victory.
A dot on the second last ball of the
day had the crowd on the edge of
their seat.
Two off the final ball would secure
the Premiership for Warrandyte.
The bowler placed his delivery
on a length and with absolutely no
hesitation whatsoever, Simpson
pounced on it with a textbook, lofted
straight drive over mid-off.
Even before the ball hit the fence,
the team and the crowd were in
raptures and members of both groups
alike rushed to the middle to swarm
Warrandyte’s hero.
Warrandyte had secured their
inaugural flag by three wickets.

Warrandyte CC Seniors
Killey shines at
secure triple premierships Cricket Victoria
Awards
By JOSH HUNTLY
THREE OUT of six is not bad as the
2nd, 3rd and 4th XI were anointed
Premiers of their respective divisions,
capping off a record-breaking season
for Warrandyte Cricket Club.
Following the Ringwood District
Cricket Associations decision to cancel
the season just four days before all
three sides were set to compete in
their Grand Finals, the associations
abandonment protocol saw the
highest-ranking sides at the time of
cancellation secure a premiership
pendant.
Victories for the Twos, Threes
and Fours in their Qualifying Finals
securing them the season win.
This comes after the club saw a record
six of its seven sides qualify for finals.
Feelings were understandably mixed
following the announcement in these
strange times.
But one fact was agreed upon by
all — the best teams had taken out the
top prize.
The 6th and 7th XI battled through
to their respective Grand Finals and
managed to play out their fixtures
before the cancellation but were both
defeated after outstanding seasons.
This takes Warrandyte’s Premiership
tally up to six for the 2019/2020 season
after the Over 40s, Under 14s T20,
and Under 18s also prevailed in their
deciders, the most in a single season in
the club’s history.
6th XI Grand Final
Warrandyte 8/204
def by Mooroolbark 7/207
D Weatherley 71, S Warr 62 & 2/22,
B Stubbs 3/33
An upset victory to the Sixes in their
Semi Final booked them a ticket to
the Grand Final against Mooroolbark,
and due to a ground shortage were
allowed one of the great privileges you
can receive as a Warrandyte cricketer,
a Grand Final at Warrandyte Reserve.
Under the cloud of the Coronavirus
but conditions perfect, both captains
met to toss the coin and while
Warrandyte skipper Bill Stubbs was
on the wrong side of the coin, he was
happy enough to announce that his
side would be bowling.
Stubbs and Ben Sproat would open
the account, but the starting duo would
not be able to prise the oppositions
first wicket.

After Bailey Dixons final-over heroics
with the bat in the Semi-Final launched
the Sevens into the K-Grade decider,
the side was unfortunately placed

the club, it’s a great environment with
great people.
“I’m excited to see what the future
holds for the club on and off the field.”
Killey’s vision is set in the long term
and he has a 10-year plan for the club.
With the club boasting one of the
strongest junior programs in the
region, seven senior teams with
plans for eight and strong pathways
into senior cricket, his eye is set on
keeping the ball rolling on and off
the field.
“I would obviously like to see
the continued improvement and
development of the club, from the
juniors pushing up through to the
senior ranks to, potentially in the
next few seasons, seeing the 1st XI
promoted back into the top grade
along with the Women’s Social Sixes
developing into a full team.”
With such an impressive resume
already, Killey also placed second
in Cricket Victoria’s Young Leader
of the Year category, rounding out
an impressive showing for one of
Warrandyte Cricket Clubs most
beloved characters.
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